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WORK IN PROGRESS: 

FROM THE SECOND TO THE THIRD MEETING OF THE COMMISSION 

I. Background 

Between August and December 1988, the 
Commission on Jewish Education in North 
America engaged in a decision-making 
process aimed at identifying those areas 
where intervention could significantly af
fect the impact of Jewish education\Jewish 
continuity in North America. 

A wide variety of possible options reflect
ing the commitments, concerns and inter
es ts of th e commissioners were 
considered-any one of which could have 
served as the basis for the Commission's 
agenda. It was recognized that the options 
could be usefully divided into two large 
categories: enabling options and program
matic options. The Commission decided to 
focus its work initially on two of the ena
bling options: 

1. To deal with the shortage of qualified 
personnel for Jewish education; and 

2. To deal with the community- its 
leadership, structures and funding, as 
agents for change in any major area. 

At the same time, many commissioners 
urged that work also be undertaken in 
various programmatic areas ( e.g. early 
childhood, day schools, supplementary 
schools, informal education, Israe l Ex
perience programs, programs for college 
students). 

II. The Challenge: Ideas and 
Strategies 

The wide consensus among comrrus
sioners on the importance of dealing with 
personnel and the community did not 
alJeviate the concern expressed by some 
as to whether ways can be found to sig
nificantly improve the situation in these 
two areas. These commissioners 
reminded us that agreement that these 
areas are in need of improvement has 
existed for a long time among educators 
and community leaders. Articles have 
heen written; conferences have been 
held; solutions have been suggested; 
programs have been tried.Yet significant 
improvement has not occurred. Some 
claim that we may k now what the 
problems are, but have not devised solu
tions that would address them, nor work
able strategies for implementing them 
effectively in the field. 

The challenge for the Commission at this 
time is to address these issues and ask the 
following questions: 

1. What should be done in the areas of 
personnel and the community? 
What are some of the ideas that 
could help us begin our work, .ideas 
that would address the problems of 
recruitment, training and retention 
of personnel as well as of profession
building? What are some of the 



ideas that would change the way the 
community addresses Jewish educa
tion- through involving outstanding 
leadership, generating significant ad
ditional fu nding, building the ap
propriate structures, and changing the 
climate? 

2. How should it be done? How should 
this commission propose translating 
ideas into practice, developing them 
into programs for implementation; 
how should it go about changing mat
ters in the field? What strategies 
should guide the implementation of 
these ideas? 

To address these questions we must think 
about 

• What should be done? 

• How should it be done? 

• Who should do it? 

Ill. What Should Be Done 

Numerous factors contribute to the convic
tion that at the present time effective action 
to improve Jewish education can be under
taken with good possibilities for success. 
Ideas that were proposed by commissioners 
and other experts, programs that were 
brought to our attention by practitioners in 
the field and current trends and develop
ments in both the personnel and com
munity areas support this conviction. 

A. The Community 

1. Recent Developments 

As the attached paper "Community Or
ganization for Jewish Education in North 
America: Leadership, Finance and Struc
ture" by Henry L. Zucker illustrates (see 
Appendix 1) there are a number of en-

couraging developments taJcing place in 
the way that the North American com
munity relates to Jewish education. 

• Key leaders of the community are 
taking a new interest in Jewish educa
tion. 

• Eleven communjties have organized 
local commissions on Jewish educa
tion \ Jewish continuity, under the 
coordination of CJ F. Other com
munities are considering establishing 
such commissions (see "Federation 
Led Community Planning for Jewish 
Education, Identity and Continuity" 
by Joel Fox, Appendix 2). 

• The establishment of the Commission 
for Jewi sh Education in North 
America hs generated a good deal of 
interest. 

• Federations have begun placing 
Jewish education higher on the list of 
their priorities. 

• Private foundations are interested in 
Jewish education and several private 
foundations have already funded im
portant programs. 

• The inst itutions of higher J ewish 
learning are in the process of develop
ing and intensifying their education 
and trruning programs. 

• JESNA has undertaken initiatives with 
the institutes of higher Jewish learn
ing. 

• JWB's report on Maximizing the 
Jewish Educational Effectiveness of 
JCCs is being implemented and first 
results are apparent. 

• JESNA, some bureaus, and OF are 
planning and have undertaken impor
tant initiatives in formal and informal 
Jewish education. 



• The denominations, nationally and local
ly, are developing educational materials 
methods and technologies for schools'. 
camps, and you th movements. 

2. Next Steps 

As this Commission begins to respond to 
the challenges of the community option, it 
can be encouraged by these and other ac
tivities. The Commission should carefully 
study and analyze the developing mome n
tum, build upon it, and consider what addi
tional steps could help the Jewish 
community grant the greatest possible sup
port for systemic and across-the-board im
provement in Jewish education. 

B. Personnel 

1. A Comprehensive Approach 

There are shortages of personnel in all 
areas and for all age groups. Dealing with 
the shortage of qualified personnel for 
Jewish education will require the Commis
sion to consider a series of complex 
problems and challenges. Little has been 
done in this area and significant develop
ment is needed. Although there have been 
efforts at improvement, no systematic, 
comprehensive, well- funded attack has 
been undertaken. 

The absence of such a compre hensive ap
proach may even diminish the impact of 
sound programs. For example, we know 
that ~alaries for teachers are low, yet in
creasmg salaries has not always had the 
expected impact of attracting new and 
qualified personnel to the field. Evidence 
from both general and Jewish education 
points to the fact that salaries alone are not 
enough to bring about change, rather they 
have to be combined with other measures 
such as improving status, empowering 

educat~rs, inte nsifying training and 
developmg career opportunities. 

To deal effectively with the personnel 
option requires that recruitment train-. ' mg, profession-building and retention 
be addressed simultaneously. 

Since the last meeting of the Commission 
in December, we have been studying 
these four topics. We have learned of 
many interesting and promising ideas, 
and at the same ti me, have been 
surprised by the paucity of data and the 
absence of planned, systematic efforts. 

2. Some Examples 

What follows are some examples of the 
ideas were suggested by experts. Some of 
those experts are scholars, some of them 
practitioners, some of them researchers 
and theoreticians, some of them com
munity leaders. Some of these ideas have 
been tried and are considered successful. 
Others have been formulated and seem 
convincing and promising. All of them 
require further study and careful con
sideration. 

a. RECRUITMENT OF PERSONNEL 

How could we increase the pool of 
talented people who will join personnel 
training programs and who can be 
recruited to work as educators in the 
field? Commissioners and experts have 
pointed to the fact that no professional 
approach to recruitment has been under
taken. A number of questions arise in
cluding: who to recruit, where to rec~uit, 
how to recruit, under what circumstances 
could recruitment succeed? When do 
students make their career decisions - in 
high school? in co lJege? Should we 
recruit people at various ages? What in-



stitutions and programs are likely feeder 
systems for the profession of Jewish educa
tion - camps, youth movements, programs 
in Israel? What is their potential today? At 
which special population pools should we 
target recruitment efforts? 

Some Suggestions: 

• Recruit educators from general educa-
tion: 

There is a pool of young Jewish educators 
who are working in general education and 
many have excelled in fields such as early 
childhood education, adult education, who 
could be recruited and re-tooled for Jewish 
education. In order to tap this resource, we 
would need to find out under what cir
cumstances such people could be attracted 
and recrui ted. 

• Recruit J udaic studies majors and 
graduates: 

A recent study has indicated that there may 
be a significant number of students major
ing in Jewish studies at general universities 
who could be recruited for the field of 
Jewish education. 

• Recruit people considering career chan-
ges: 

In general education there are encouraging 
experiments in progress on recruiting 
people who are considering mid-career 
changes in their profession. 

• Recruit rabbinical school graduates: 

At present, a significant proportion of rab
binical school students choose to specialize 
in education. This may be an important 
pool for candidates for senior positions. 

• Recruit graduates of schools and camps: 

There is reason to believe that there is a 
significant pool of dedicated and com
mitted graduates of schools and cam ps who 

could make an important contribution 
during their college years to institutions 
such as the supplementary school, the 
J CC and Israel Experience programs. 
These young people have decided on 
careers in business, law, medicine and 
academia, but are willing and interested 
in making a contribution to Jewish con
tinuity. Under proper circumstnaces, and 
with appropriate rewards-both finan
cial and intellectual - they could en
hance and complement the work of 
full-time professionals. 

Some of these ideas have been studied 
(e.g. recruiting Judaic Studies majors), 
others are being selectively tried ( e.g. re
tooling people from general education), 
and others are new and untried. They 
need to be studied. They may need to be 
combined with other programs ( e.g. spe
cial training programs, job development, 
etc.) in order to enhance their effective
ness. 

b. TRAINING 

Any effort to improve personnel will 
have to involve significant development 
of training opportunities. What kind of 
training for the various populations in
volved should take place-on-the- job? 
pre-service? training for specially 
recruited populations? Where could it 
be done-in existing institutions? in 
Judaic departments of general univer
sities? in Israel? bat should the content 
of training be? What should the relation
ship and bala nce be between Jewish 
studies, pedagogy, administration, etc.? 
These are some of the questions that will 
need to be examined. 

Some suggestions: 

• Large scale institutes and summer 
courses - similar to those that exist in 



general education-could be established 
for the improvement of the teaching of 
Jewish subjects (e.g. courses for teachers 
of Bible, Hebrew, Jewish history). The 
work of supplementary school teachers, 
day school teachers, principals and re
searchers would be enhanced by such 
programs. 

• In-service courses to teach educators the 
use of special techniques could be intro
duced. For example, programs to help 
teachers become comfortable with, and 
experience the practical benefits to be 
derived from the use of media and tech
nology in their work could be offered. 

• For in-service training, Judaic Studies 
departments in general universities 
could be encouraged to offer courses for 
Jewish educators, formal and informal. 

• The use of Israel's educational resources 
should be expanded. As an example, at 
this time, a group of senior JCC execu
tives are spending three months in Israel 
studying in a program organized by JWB. 
Such programs could be expanded and 
adapted for formal educators. 

• The training capacity in North America 
needs to be strengthened. The faculty of 
existing training institutions is small and 
must be expanded. Some suggestions 
are: 

* Judaica professors at general univer
sities could be recruited to bolster the 
existing training programs by adding the 
expertise of their specific field of 
knowledge (e.g. Bible, Talmud, etc.). 

* Jewish professors in university depart
ments of education, psychology, 
philosophy and sociology could also be 
recruited to teach in the education 
programs at institution of higher Jewish 
learning. 

* Outstanding practitioners, those who 
have succeeded in schools and in in
formal settings, should share their 
wisdom by joining the faculty of train
ing programs. 

* Creative combinations of these three 
ideas might quickly enhance the 
capability of the training of Jewish 
educators. 

Many more ideas for dealing with the 
shortages in the area of training have 
been suggested. Some, involving fellow
ships and stipends, are a lready under 
way. Others involve building the research 
capability for Jewish education so that 
programs and ideas can be effectively 
monitored and evaluated. It is believed 
that a blend of some of these ideas and 
others would yield fruitful results. 

c. BUILUING THE PROFESSION 

Can Jewish education be developed into 
a full-fledged profession? Is this a pre
condition for increasing recruitment to 
the field? How can it be done? How 
much of it must be done? Some of the 
elements involved include status (which 
in turn is related to salaries, benefits, 
empowerment, etc.), career oppor
tunities, certification, collegial network
ing, a code of professional ethics and an 
agreed upon body of knowledge. All of 
these a re part of what makes a profes
sion. As we consulted with commis
sioners and other experts, some of the 
following suggestions were made: 

• Salaries and benefits are important 
and should be improved. However, 
they alone a re not enough to change 
the status of educators. 

• The empowerment of educators
strengthening their role in setting 



educational policy and content- is the 
subject of a major debate and many ex
periments in general education in North 
America. The role of empowerment for 
Jewish educators, particularly teachers, 
must be carefully considered and the in
sights derived from general education 
should be studied. 

• Career opportunities that offer a variety 
of routes for advancement line need to be 
developed. Outstanding teachers should 
not have as their only route for advance
ment administrative positions ( e.g. prin
cipal, assistant principal) for which they 
may not be qualified. Other positions, 
such as specialists in bible, family educa
tion, special education, adult education, 
and curriculum development, should be 
created. 

• Networks of collegiality exist only in 
limited form. Journals, conferences, and 
professional communication networks 
should be enlarged and developed. The 
rapid and impressive success of CAJE 
serves as an encouraging example. 

We will have to consider how many of these 
elements need to be implemented if we 
hope to recruit and retain talented people 
for the field. 

d. RETENTION 

Significant numbers of educators leave the 
field after a few years. Preliminary studies 
indicate that issues of status, empower
ment, salaries, relationship with lay boards 
and with superiors, excessive administra
tive work, etc. contribute to the attrition. 
We have to learn more about educators, 
their motivations, their aspirations, and 
begin to address the issue of retention ef
fectively. 

Throughout our consultations we were 
reminded that it is imperative to approach 

the problem of personnel by dealing with 
all four of these elements simultaneous
ly. It will be very difficult-if not impos
sible- to recruit if we do not build the 
profession. It will be very difficu It to raise 
the large sums of money necessary to 
build the training programs t hat are 
needed unless many more students are 
attracted to the profession of J ewish 
education. The entire enterprise will suf
fer if talented educators are discouraged 
and prematurely leave the field. 

C. Personnel and the Community 
are Interrelated 

The community and personnel options 
are interrelated and a strategy involving 
both must be devised. If we hope to 
recrui t outstanding people for the 
profession of Jewish education, they will 
have to believe that Jewish education is 
embarking on a new e ra. They will have 
to believe that they are entering a field 
where there will be reasonable salaries, 
where their ideas will make a difference, 
where they will be empowered to in
fluence the future. Creating these condi
tions will require a commitment by the 
North American Jewish Community at 
the national and local levels. Training 
will require significant funding and addi
tional faculty will have to be recruited. 
The Jewish community will need to think 
hard and creatively about how to grant 
the field of Jewish education its ap
propriate status. 

An infusion of dedicated and qualified 
personnel into the field of Jewish educa
tion will help convince parents that 
Jewish education can make a difference 
in the lives of their children and in the 
life-styles of their families. The com
munity, through its leadersh,ip, will then 
be able to more effectively design and 



pJementary way, could have a s ig
nificantly greater impact than they 
have today when their implementation 
is fragmented. 

7. In addition to the proven ideas, new 
visions of Jewish education which have 
not yet been tried could be translated 
into practice and carefully experi
mented with in a manageable way. 

8. The results of a local undertaking 
would be tangible and visible-hope
fully within a reasonable amount of 
time. As such, they could generate in
terest and reactions that might lead to 
a wide public debate on the important 
issues of Jewish education. 

9. A network could be developed among 
the local sites which could increase 
their impact and, hopefully, generate 
interest a mo ng additional com
munities to replicate and adapt the ap
proach. 

While the arguments for local action are 
sound, we recognize the indispensible con
tribution that must be made through the 
broad and sustained efforts of experts 
workfog "from the top down." Working on 
the local scene will require the leadership 
and assistance of the national organizations 
and training institutions. Local efforts will 
not reach their full potential unless sup
ported by the expertise of the national in
stitutions and organizations. In turn, for the 
national institutions, local experiments 
would be an opportunity to test and develop 
new conceptions for Jewish education and 
to bring their experience to bear on various 
local situations. 

Our challenge is to work simultaneously on 
the local level and to find a way for the 
national institutions to make their con-

tribution to local experime nts. What 
needs to be developed is a way to com
bine two approaches which are often 
treated separately, sometimes even as 
mutually exclusive. 

For these reasons, we suggest that the 
Commission develop an approach, a 
program to work with communities that 
wish to become Community Action Sites 
where we can deal with the community 
and personnel options. 

A Community Action Site could involve 
an entire community, a network of in
stitut ions, one major institution, etc. 
where some of the best ideas and 
programs in Jewish education would be 
initiated in as comprehensive a form as 
possible. It would be a site where the 
ideas and programs that have succeeded, 
as well as new ideas and experimental 
programs, would be undertaken. Work at 
this site will be guided by visions of what 
Jewish education at its best can be. 

The assumption implicit in the sugges
tion of a Community Action Site is that 
other communities would be able to see 
what a successful approach to the com
munity and personnel options could be, 
and would be inspired to apply the les
sons learned to their own communities. 

B. From Community Action Sites to 
Implementation 

As these multiple and complex issues are 
bei ng considered, many questions 
emerge: How do we begin to plan the 
local initiatives that will eventually lead 
to widespread change? Who will be the 
broker between the national resources 
and the institutions and individuals in the 
communities where projects are under
taken? How can we bring the best prac-



take the steps necessary to place Jewish 
education high on its List of priorities. 

IV. Bringing About Change 

A. From Ideas to Community Action 
Sites 

Implicit in the notion of innovation is the 
assumption that one knows what should be 
changed and can demonstrate it. However, 
at this time, some of what should be 
changed and demonstrated has not yet been 
developed. 

How can we determfoe which ideas are 
worth our investment? How can we know 
what combination of ideas and programs 
are likely to have the greatest impact? How 
comprehensive must our approach be? 
How can we decide where to begin? 

These questions and others can only be 
resolved in real-life situations, through the 
dynamks of thinking for implementation 
and in the actual act of implementing. The 
solution to such questions, the specifics of 
educational plans and programs, need to be 
worked out in the actual situation, tailored 
to the particular students, educators, en
vironment and content. Plans and programs 
need to be constantly fine-tuned and 
adapted as implementation proceeds. How 
can we structure this necessary dialogue 
between plans and implementation, be
tween theory and practice? 

This task-bringing about change in the 
areas of personnel and the community 
through implementation - is vast and com
plex and will be difficult to address at once 
and across-the-board throughout North 
America. We believe, however, that it could 
be feasible to begin such undertakings on 
the local level, in communities. There are a 
number of reasons for this: 

1. Much of education takes place on 
the local level -in the communities, 
in schools, synagogues, community 
centers, camps. 

2. Experts have reminded us that there 
are many advantages to building 
programs "from the bottom up" -
with the local community playing a 
major role in initiating ideas and 
being leading partners in their im
p I e men ta ti on - thereby estab
lishing ownership of the initiative. 

3. Significant human resources and 
energy are required to implement a 
comprehensive undertaking ( one 
that would involve all or many 
aspects of personnel - recruitment, 
training, profession-building, reten
tion-and of community). If such an 
undertaking is done on a local 
leve l-during its exper imental 
stage- its scope will be much more 
manageable. It will be possible to 
find the people needed to run the 
project. 

4. In addition to the educators current
ly available, a community could mo
bilize other outstanding people 
from among its rabbis, scholars of 
Judaica, federation executives and 
Jewish scholars in the humanities 
and social sciences for the local 
demonstration project. 

5. A local project could be managed in 
a hands-on manner. It could there
fore be constantly improved and 
fine-tuned. 

6. There are already ideas and 
programs (best practice) that, if 
brought together in one site, in
tegrated and implemented in a com-



tice ofJewish education in the world to bear 
on specific programs? Who will be respon
sible for the effective implementation of 
local projects? What can ensure that stand
ards and goals are maintained? Who will 
see to it that successful endeavours are 
brought to the attention of other com
munities and that the ideas are appropriate
ly diffused? 

A case is being made for initiating change 
through Community Action Sites. How
ever, as the above issues were being con
sidered it became clear that an answer is 
needed to the question of "who will do 
this?" Will it be necessary to create a 
mechanism to stimulate the establishment, 
development and evaluation of these sites? 
What kind of mechanism is needed to or
chestrate this complicated enterprise? 

These are some of the questions that will be 
on the agenda of the Commission for 
Jewish Education as it convenes for its third 
meeting on June 14. 
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ANNETTE HOCHSTEIN 

DATE: 
May 25 , 1989 

NO. PAGES: 1 

FAX NUMBER: 001-216- 391- 8327 

Dear Art, 

Regarding your May 12th memo on Outreach Strategies , I 
would like to update you on Item VII - the Conference of 
Federation Planners in Jerusalem. 

We have been working on this topic since the fall with 
the Melton Centre, the organizers of the conference in 
the U. S. and Canada, Joel Fox and other federation 
planners. We have planned a full day at the conference 
on Jewish education which will deal with the current 
developments in Jewish e ducation , including a major 
piece on the Commission. 

Warm Regards, 



Dear Art, 

We thought it might be useful to send you the draft of our 
material that we had in front of us when we spoke on Wednesday. 
We are preparing an executive summary as well as an accompanying 
letter from Mort. 

The materials have been re-written twice since and we will live 
by our timetable of Tuesday a.m. 

WE CANNOT EMPHASIZE STRONGLY ENOUGH THAT THIS IS WORK IN PROGRESS 
FOR A PROGRESS REPORT. 

We must not be held to the formulations and it certainly cannot 
be shared with anyone but our planning group. We are sending it 
so that the phone conversation this afternoon with Seymour will 
be as useful as possible. 

Thanks for your fax of today. Concerning the agenda for the 
14th, we feel strongly that the Commission needs to have a 
content-oriented presentation first. This will help set the tone 
and the content for the small group meetings. It will allow 
Commissioners to be with each other and to express themselves. 
The group meetings will be fruitful if guided by the work done 
and we cannot imagine that individual presentations by various 
staff members to the different groups will be able to offer the 
scope of illustration necessary - at least in the areas of 
personnel and demonstration. 

Best Regards, 

~ al\tj,+-k-0~--
P. S. We 
today -

understand that you will be calling Seymour at his home 
10:30 a.m. your time. 

14 
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Dl:aft - 5/:lS/89 

Dear 

On Wednesday, June 14, the 0:mni.ssion on Jerwish Education in 

North America will hold its third meetirq. In response t.o the 

recatanerrlations of carmissioners, the focus of the iooeti.n;J will 

be on the enablin;J q,tions agreed upon at the second meet.ID3": 

romunity ard personnel.. Fll'p'lasis will be placed on current 

efforts in these areas an:i prc:p:,sals for re6"p000in;J to 

identified needs. 

Also in response t.o recx:.mnerdations made by many ccmn.issionors, 
< 

we plan to 1-,\)rk by dividirg the camu.ssioners into three groups 

to allow for discussion of the enablirg options ard the proposal 

of possible solutions. 

I am pleased that you have agreed to chair one of these group 

discussions. we will aA?Oint a co-chair to work with you, as 

well as staff to serve as resooroes in the areas of cx:mTIUnity 

a.rd personnel, arrl a recorder. 'Ille groups \o/ill meet for two 

hcm.-s in the ioomirq, will break for a lunch, ard wi ll resume 

for an hoor after lunch. We will meet in plenary session for 

the final portion of the day, at which ti.loo eadl of the groups 

will present its reocmnendations an:1 we will detel:mine where we 

go next. 
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'Ille st.aff is workirw:J on guidelines for your use as a group 

chair. I have asked SeyrroUr Fox ( or AH] to ire.et with you 

between TON an::i JUne 14 to :revi~ the guidelines with you and to 

discuss oor thoughts on the day. 

I look fonrcm:l to seein} yoo on June 14. 

S~y, 

Morton L. Maro.el 
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Dear 

I am pleased that yoo have agreed to d'lair a group discussion at the 

u:pcom.i.n:] camd.ssion Jl'IE'Jeting. S<Neral boors will be devoted to these 

groops, roaki.rq your role a very btportant ooe. Each group will be asked 

to focus an the enabling q,tions agreed upon at the~ 13 c.ommiss ion 

maeti.rq: cxmwnity a.rd personMl. Fran these~ we expect: to generate 

sat\0 concrete proposal& upon which to base the future work of the 

canmission. 

You will have the assi.stan:,,e of a 0:)-Q1,8ir, staff to serve as resources in 
\ 

the areas of cx:mrunity ard personnel, aoo a recorder. I have asked 

Seymour Fox [Annette Hochstein] to meet with you prior to JW1e 14 to 

review a set of guidelines currently bei,nJ preparErl for your use as group 

chair. 

I look forward to sooirg yoo on June 14. 

Sincorely, 

Morton L. Mardel 
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SECOND ITERATION 

1. If we had the word "draft" listed across all our previous 

papers, then this one should have the notion of work in progress 

emphasized as compared to the idea of draft. 

2 . The entire approach should be one of Mandel saying -- this 

is what we have learned from you as we have interviewed you, and 

we have learned it from two sources either from commissioners 

or from experts. And the two can be interspersed. 

3. We might reformulate the connection between community and 

personnel, not really in content, but in form . It could include 

ideas like this: The community is poised but needs hope; it needs 

encouragement or ideas that are convincing, that will be 

translated into progr ams or succes s. On the othe r hand, personnel 

needs to know that "daf hadash" "edan hadash", but that it really 

is so and not just rhetoric . And another formulation of the same 

thing is what is r e quired to do anything, ideas that are worthy 

and able to inspire the community a nd pe r s onnel. They will have 

to respond to the community's concern for continuity . Stated 

another way, the community would respond if the ideas are likely 

to lead to a meaningful Jewish continuity. 

3. Assuming that Hank is correct, that there is a different 

kind of situation out there now, then the community will be ready 

to undertake a reasonable gamble on things that might work. If 

XXXX. If they believe that the ideas could and would be 

implemented (this of course is the basis for the idea of an ii, 

which we should present later on in the document) . 
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4. Similarly, people could be recruited, if Jewish education 

would lead (in their eyes) to a meaningful Jewish continuity. In 

other words, if they believe that there is a new Jewish education 

they might come on board. 

5 . Therefore ideas would have to be developed into programs 

demonstrated, improved, evaluated and policies developed . (One 

possibility is now to go ahead entirely with ideas and merely 

deal with those, and leave demonstration site -- that is the 

place where the ideas would be acted out on -- till after you 

have developed the ideas, and then go into the ii, which would 

include the way you would do it.) So in that set-up, we deal with 

all the ideas first, and whatever approach we undertake -- and 

I'll return to that in a moment -- first, and then we go on to 

demonstration site, where we deal with matters like the 

connection of local to national , a nd a l l the other points that 

have already been made in the material that Annette has written . 

And then go on to who would do it -- the ii. And there, the issue 

among others would be not where, but who and what functions would 

be carried out and a indication that this entire approach of 

force-mangement, fine-tuning, etc. anyway you want to put it 

is missing in education . (The approach could then be - - are there 

ideas? Or Mandel asked us to find out whether there are ideas . 

And the answer is a resounding yes - - and then we go on to give 

examples.) (Some we found them in conversations with 

commissioners, we found them in conversations with experts, we 

found them in the programmatic areas, we found them in the 

enabling areas). 
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Back to the numbers: 

1 . Some are ideas that are promising but need a great deal of 

work (under training, this could be the idea we have for yeshiva, 

it could be lead teacher, it could be on- the-job training). 

2. Some ready to be tried, but only need a setting or an 

infrastructure (some of these could be Twersky, early childhood 

education, the media -- why they don't work , even though the idea 

is good) . 

3. Some are to be found in best practice (what ' s going on in 

Pasadena , what ' s going on in the day school). 

4. All of them h a ve to be put together differently 

(combinations, game plans , a logic, a principle to how they are 

put together) . 

5. Some are research questions (recruitment). 

6. All need to b e evalua t ed (Hir s chhor n 's argument). 

7. All will have to be a r ticulated as goals . 

8. Indicate how in a d emonstration s ite, you would recruit, 

train, build a profession and retain (us e programmatic examples 

such as the supplementary school). 

9. Then after you have developed the ideas in whatever form you 

have and by whatever principle , you then go on to say that this 

would be put together in a demonstration site. And then go on to 

why something must do it, e.g. the ii . 

NOTES 

1 . We have to keep the macro, the systemic in mind. Hence, 

you'd move from demonstration site to diffusion; hence, the 

local-national connection; hence, the need for an ii. 
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2. All 4 (recruitment, training, profession-building, 

retention) have to be handled simultaneously the Koshinsky 

argument -- but how do you do it? That ought to be a formulation. 

3. The enabling options will have to be acted out through and 

with the programmatic options. 

6. How do you decide which programmatic to undertake? 

a. In each demonstration center they will decide, 

given moment, as a result of impact and ease of doing . 

at any 

(This 

should be formulated as we were asked by the commissioners who 

will you decide which programmatic. But a demonstration site 

would indicate, or demonstrate the point of that putting all 

these things together in one place, even though they would be 

different in each place, in the light of the particular 

situation, the available money , their decision about impact and 

ease of doing -- what really was available in terms of staff, 

training institutions availability, etc. would, despite all 

this, a demonstration site would be a proof of the whole being 

greater than the sum of its parts , and this because of the notion 

of game planning). 

7. What we' re really saying here is that we' re suggesting a 

different structure; namely, in response to Evans' challenge the 

question was -- is there anything that can be done; are there 

ideas? The answer is: we checked, and we found out there are. 

Then, the state of the ideas are -- and we create principles from 

promising to clear. And then we handle those ideas either through 

the enabling options only, or through enabling and programmatic 

and some combination. Then we go on to demonstration center where 
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it would be put together; and then we go on to ii . 

8 . Relate the whole paper to the outcomes that we want, both 

the progress report and the presentations . 

9. MLM's other ii goals that we list in our minutes have to 

somehow be interwoven. 

10. We ' re going to have to check t his whole approach t o both the 

minutes and the letter we send him , to MLM. 

11. MLM's introduction should be woven in, namely, he could say 

things like - - I sent staff to discover are there ideas; or, this 

is a time rich with ideas. 

11. Call Barry Shrage and check his idea about the savings plan 

for Israel, and ask how much it would cost nationally or in a 

city . The reason for this is that then we might be able to say -

if Bronfman saturated a demonstration site with everything that 

could be done about Israel, including the fact that every child 

would go -- because of the saving plans -- how much would this 

cost for the United States? It also would mean that this is a 

place where you would try everything you knew about Israel, about 

the teaching of Israel, from the training of staff to the proper 

use of shl ichim, to the proper use of the Israel Experience . 

12. The issue of money -- that is, how much is available -- has 

to be investigated. 

13 . The question of money is a very different one after success, 

after a demonstration site has succeeded, after a given idea has 

succeeded , compared to before success . 

14. Taskforces as outcomes. 

15. We probably have to write Mort Mandel's book now , not after 

we get to the States, since it would be part of the script of the 
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day. 

16. We should choose our ideas on the basis of what 

commissioners have actually said, e.g . Bronfman - - saving plan, 

Israel; Evans -- media; Ackerman - - early childhood; Twersky - 

on-the-job training and the use of Judaic departments for summer 

institutes; Hirschhorn -- evaluation and goal- setting, etc. 

17. I want to emphasize again that this time the approach is one 

of work-in-progress and not that of draft . 

18. Go over my notes on the sides of the other documents, such 

as the relationship of the Israel Experience to the family; such 

as the fact that we ought to look at institutions like Akiva 

Academy in relationshi p to the Israel Experience and see what 

works, how much it costs, etc . 

19 . We may have to put some point in about developing a method 

of choosing between ideas in t erms of their acceptability, 

dependability, when they can be a cted upon, who would decide how 

they would be acted upon, etc. 

6 
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TO: Members of the Commission on 
Jewish Education in North America 

FROM: Morton L. Mandel, Chairman 

DATE ; May 24, 1989 

PAGE . 03 

SUBJECT: Draft Statement on "CoDllllunity Organization for Jewish Education 
in North America--Leadership, Finance, and Structure" 

--- -- ·-----------··-----------· ·· ···· · ····----------------····· ·---- ----- ~ 

Enclosed ia the draft of a statement on "Cowmunity,Organizntion for Jewish 

Education--Leadership, Finance, and Structure," one of tho subj ects which 

the Colll!Dission wil l discuss at its June 14 ~eeting. 

The statement combines option #21, "To deal with the community- -its 

leadership and its structure- -as major agents for change in any area"; and 

option #26, "To generate significant additional funding for Jewish 

education ." These options were reviewed at our December meeting and 

combined into a single option. 

A great many comments and suggestions have been made by commissioners and 

others with reference to what should be included in our statement on 

"Community Organization for Je"1i.sh Education--Leadershi p, Finance, and 

Structure." The statement attempts to assess this input and formulate in 

draft form positions which are believed to reflect conuuissioners ' 

opinions. All of the ideas advanced in the statement are Gubject to the 

Commission's review and change. 
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It is anticipated that after our discussion on June 14, the enclosed draft 

statement will be revised and will se1-ve as a guide for the preparation of 

a fuller statement on this subject. I hope that at the June 14 meeting, 

the Commission will wish to authorize the preparation of this fuller 

·statement of the Conunission's thoughts and recommendations on the subject. 

I look forward to our discussion of this $uhject on June 14. 

----------
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May 22, 1989 

' 
COMMISS ION ON JEWISH EDUCATION IN NORTH AMERICA 

Draft for review at a meeting on June 14, 1989 

SUBJECT: COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION FOR JEWISH EDUCATION•-LEADERSHIP, 
FINANCE AND STRUCTURE 

'J,'ho Co111m:i.c,,d.,:,n "f'' ·•lloA l'\ttr nf' a l nne 1 f 4t' nf' n p t"i nn IlROP.rR oroduced for its 

December 13th meeting what the Com.mission believes to be the flenabling 

options," those which are bade to 1mprovemont in all the progrlillUlla.tic 

options. The enabling options have to do with per sonnel and with 

community and financing, All Jewish education program improvement depends 

on what the ColllDlission 'can do about improving the teaching and 

administrative personnel i n the Jewish education field and on the ability 

of the Commission t~ raise the priority and funding·, l evel s which the 

American Jewish community assi gns t o Jewish continuity and Jewish 

education. Setting a higher communi ty priority on J ewish education is a 

pre-condition to devoloping bett er quality Jewi sh education personnel. 

On December 13, we listed options under the titles "to deal with the 

community- -its leadership and its structures--as major agents for change 

in any &rea," and ttto generate significant additional funding for Jewhh 

education." 

This paper combines these two options und~r the title "Community 

Organization for Jewish Education-•Leadership, Finance, and 

Structure," 
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The paper complements the content of the previous option papers with what 

has been leanied from commissioners in ~eetings and in individual 

discussions. 

Community 

'What is the community we are talking about in connec tion wit h formal and 

informal Jewish education? 

By COIIWlunity wo m6an t he organii~d J evioh oo,nmunity as i t r elates t o the 

issues of Je~ish continuity, com itment and learning, and to communal 

organizations and personnel engaged in these issues, Our t arget 

population is the lay and professional leaders who create the content and 

t he climate for J ewish educat ion, such as teachers, pr i nc ipal s , scholars, 

rabbi6, heads of institutions of higher learning , denomination and day 

school leaders, and l eaders of the Amer ican Jewish community who are 

involved in planning for and financing Jewish educat ion . The chi ef 

organization targets at the local level are the religious congregations , 

schools and agencies under communal sponsorship, Jewish community 

federations and bureaus of Jewish education (particularly in the large and 

intermediate cities), and major Jewish-sponsored foundations. On the 

national level, we are talking primarily of the Council of J ewish 

Federations, JWB , and JESNA, the chief denominational and congregational 

bodies, training institutions, and associations of educators and communal 

workers who are engaged in formal ~nd informal Jewish education. 
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It is expected that the Collllllission's findings and its proactive stance 

will be directed primarily to these persons and organizations and will 

help them to mak~ rna.jor improvements in Jewish education. 

LEADERSHIP 

Prior to World War 11, the lead~rship of the orgsnized American Jewish 

community did not consider Jewiah education a top priority for communal 

concern. Indeed, a large proportion of the leadership was indifferent and 

some even ant agonistic to community support for Jewish education, During 

the War and in the post-War period, the highest priority for colllJllunity 

leaders was t he lifesaving work of Jewish relief, rehabilitation, and 

reconstruction, and then nation-building in I srael:, The newer top 

community leadership put a higher premium on Jewish education . In recent 

years, there has been an increasing awareness of the need for total 

community support of Jewish education. There appears to be a reordering 

of co11UDunity priorities in the direction of Jewish educ4tion and an 

awareness that healthy Jewish continuity require, a deeper community 

commitment to the education of the younger generation. 

What is clear now is that to establish a highest communal planning and 

funding priority for Jewish education requires the participation of the 

highest level of community leadership. Community leadership is now very 

much concerned about the healthy continuity of the Jewish people in the 

North American setting. They are beginning to translate this concern into 

an undarstanding that top laadership must take forceful leadership in 

promoting the Jewish education enterprise. 
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Noc all of the Commission is convinced that Jewish education is now seen 

by key lay leadership a.s a top community priority . Most believe that 

there is a decided trend toward involvement of top leadership and that the 

battle to creating a highest communal priority on Jewish education is well 

o~ its way to being won. Cert•inly there is a marked difference among 

local communities in this regard : It is clear that the Commission has a 

special mission to convince the North American Jewish community leadership 

that their personal involvement in Jewish education is necessary if we are 

to improve Jewish education and stem the tide of Jewish indifference and 

assimilation. 

STRUCTURE 

Commission members indicate that we have not yet devel oped community 

structures that are adequate to effect the necessary improvements in 

Jewish education. This criticism is directed both at local and national 

structures. There are recent ana currenc error~s a~ LwpLuv~w~u~. Bv~e 

areas which require continuing examination are: 

1. The relationship among federations, bureaus of Jewish education, 

communal schools and congregations . 

2. The place of federations in planning for Jewish education ~nd in 

financing Jewish education, and the relationship of federations to 

bureaus of Jewish education. 
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3. The need for forceful national leadership in establishing standards 

for the field, and in promoting, encouraging, and evaluating 

innovations, and in spreading the application of best practices which 

are discovered all over the continent. 

Fortunately, JESNA, JYB and CJF are cw:rently engaged in efforcs to 

examine these issues, and at least eleven federations are involved in 

comprehensive studies of t heir Jewish education programs. The Commission 

mcy develop its own ideas regarding what new or improved structures are 

needed to speed up improvements in the field. 

FINANCE 

Congregations and tuition payments have been a mainstay of Je~ish 

education financing. These sources of support are crucial and should be 

encouraged (there is some $upport for the idea that tuition ~hould be 

discontinued as a source of support) . There is a consensus , nevertheless, 

that considerably new funding is required from federations as the primary 

source of organized community funding. It is believed, too, that 

substantial funding will need to come from private foundations and leading 

famili~s which have an identified concern for Jewish continuity ~nd Jewish 

education. 
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It is believed that communal patterns of funding may need to be altered 

and that there may need to be changes in organization relationships to 

accommodate this. Cooperation between the congregations and the 

federations is essential to developing the funds needed to improve Jewish 

education. 

Some specific suggestions have been made by commlaoioner• for new programs 

to improve Jewish education which would require new funding. For example, 

one suggestion is the estabishment of a national Jewish education fund to 

provide matching funds to support program ideas developed at the local 

level. Another suggestion is the es tablishment and fWlding of a national 
• J;'Cla.a •v,, •1.&&1.u. .Lv._ ~, • .., "'"-••-~.&.- -• ., _, ... _ t.- - .• . • • • • r -·· - --- - '1 

other programmatic ideas, if and when recommended, will need to attract 

new funding sources. One commissioner believes that the Commission would 

most likely make its greatest contribution to Jewish education by 

developing new ideas such as these and finding the funding for them . 

It is clear that the Commission intends to be proactive in its effort to 

improve Jewish education, This will v•ry likely include encouraging 

additional funding from traditional sources and funding from new sources. 

There is a feeling of optimism that greater funds can be generated for 

Jewish educ~tion in spite of the current great demand for communal funding 

for other purposes, There is evidence that a number of communities are 
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already beginning to place a higher priority on Jewish education and that 

a trend has begun to allocate a greater proportion of Jewish communal 

funds to th1s field . There is also the fortuitous circumstance that 

federation endowment funds are growing at a good pace and these funds can 

already begun to happen. Simultaneously, there is a recent and current 

growth of .substantial faJ111ly found.ations- -a post-World War II phenomenon 

which has accelerated in recent years, and promises to be an important new 

funding source for Jewish co1WDu.nal needs. A nU111ber of such (oundations 

have an expressed interest in Jewish education. 

In general, therefore, there is reason for optimism that additonal funding 
\ 

will be available for well-considered programs to improve and expand 

Jewish education. 

It needs to be noted that some comruissioners have expressed themselves to 

the effect that "throwing money" at Jewish education will not by itself do 

the job . They believe that, at tne same c1me, 'Chere n~~dl:i t.u t,~ a ..:a.1.:oful 

review of current programs and administrative structure" to ooo how they 

can be improved. They believe that we need to encourage monitoring and 

""»l•.t.At-inn nf' projAr.t:R aimed at improving Jewish education. Careful 

attention to the quality of what we are attempt1ng co ao am.1 huu~i;c. ~uJ 

perceptive evaluations are needed, both to get appropriate results for 

what is being spent and also to encourage funding sources . 
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In brief, then, it is clear that there is a consensus that i~provements in 

the field of Jewish education will require an infusion of considerably 

greater funds. It is believed that traditional funding sources need to 

place a higher priority on funding Jewish education and allocating a 

g!eater proportion of their total budget to Jewish education . There is a 

consensus, nevertheless, that considerable TI8~ funding will need to be 

generated from private foundations and leading fu!lies which have an 

identified concern for Jewish continuity and Jewiah education, and from 

federation endowment funds . Cooperation between the congregations and the 

federations 1s basic to a sound development of the financial requirements 

to improve Jewish education, and prior organizational patterns may need to 

be a ltered and to accomodate funding changBs, 

Finally, a word of caution : money alone will not bring about the needed 

improvements. It is also necessary to see to the effective administration 

of funds, and to monitoring and evaluating programs to assure improvements 

and to encourage funding sources . 
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To: 
From : 

Prof. Fox 
Debbie 
May 22 Date : 

Re: Follow-up on your recent interviews - REVISED 

You asked (on the tape you dictated) for a list of your 
assignments which emerged from your recent interviews: 

1 . Call Hirshhorn about whether or not you want him to speak at 
the June 14 mtg. 

2. Bring Bob Hiller into the inner group (Hirshhorn' s 
suggestion) 

3. Contact Bronfman once more before June 14 - his role at mtg.? 
MAKE SURE MLM, AJN, ET AL KNOW THAT CB HAS TO LEAVE AFTER LUNCH. 

4. Encourage Ackerman to come on June 14th (it's her son's 
graduation) 

5. Send report of Cleveland Commission to Crown ( Susan and 
Barbara) 

I asked Ginny to send report with note from her or from Ratner. 

6. Find out about Golden Apple Award - Foundation of Excellence 
in Teaching tel. 312-407-0006 (Crown's suggestion) 

7 . Find out what Jon Woocher is doing with Crown Foundation -
for conversation with MLM, AJN, HZ. 

8 . Plan mtg . of all the funders. 

9 . Talk to Schiff about Ackerman/Riklis Foundation 

10 . Be in touch with Kathy Hat, Mona Ackerman's assistant. 

11 . Be in touch with Blaustein family (Hirschhorn). 

12. For agenda with MLM: 

-Hirschhorn interested i n MI- G 
-Bronfman and MI-G 
-involvement of funders and MLM's role in total funding 
package 

-setting the agenda for philanthropy for next decade or two 
(Evans) 

-how much money is needed for a demonstration site 
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TOWARDS THE THIRD COMMISSION MEETING 

PRESENTATION -- PERSONNEL FOR JEWISH EDUCATION 

Ladies and gentlemen, you have just heard a presentation on the 

possibilities inherent in undertaking the community option. When 

some, many or all of the changes will occur, the North American 

community will have organized to give its educators the 

conditions to meet the challenge of educating our young people as 

well as they are capable of doing. 

I would like to address the personnel options from that point of 

view: what is the challenge about personnel and what are the 

possibilities inherent in the option? 

I will do so with the help of illustrations and examples rather 

than through a full-fledged program. There are two reasons for 

this: one is the limited time at our disposal, and the other is 

that in the area of personnel little work has been done and a 

program will have to be prepared, but i s not available at this 

time . 

1 . Meeting the shortage of qualified personnel for Jewish 

education in North America will involved 4 distinct areas of 

intervention. There are somewhere over 30,000 -- some say, over 

40,000 -- educators in the various formal and informal settings 

in North America. In order to intervene the following areas have 
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to be dealt with: 

a. Recruitment -- to increase the pool of talented people who 

will join various training programs. Recruitment wil l 

require using both conventional and non-conventional methods 

and more. 

A. Rationale why the four have to go together. 

1. Recruitment : 

The challenge at hand is to recruit talented and committed young 

people for the field of education. This will require both tapping 

hitherto untapped pools of candidates, and finding the incentives 

that will attract them to the field. 

Recruitment is needed for both entering positions -- that is, 

young people who will take part in pre- service training programs 

-- and more mature candidates from related fields such as general 

education , Jewish studies, communal work, rabbinics, etc . 

Attempts at reform in general education in the U.S . A. over the 

past several years have included attempts at non-conventional 

recruitment: retired professionals trained to be math and physics 

teachers; mid-career changers from various fields retraining in a 

specially designed training programs qualifying them quickly for 

a second career in high school education. In the Jewish 

educational field, we've had our own experiments including a 

successful fellowship program by the Wexler Foundation, which is 

beginning to impact the training programs . ( Introduce new job 

formats, new hierarchies , lead teachers etc.?) 
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Let me illustrate what might be done for Jewish education. 

Illustration 1 : National recruitment program for existing 

training programs, for new special programs such as college 

trainees, etc. (Example of Senior educators and Jerusalem Fellows 

training efforts). 

Illustration 2 : Recruitment for demonstration sites -- your 

day school graduates, non-professional educators; recruitment of 

special groups from the human resources of the demonstration 

c ommunity. 

(Don't forget to t e ll tha t this is i llus trative of possibilities 

only. J 

What we need to k now: 

In order to address recruitment effecti vely, we will need to 

learn a number of t hings: 

1. Assuming two a reas of endeav ou r : 

a. increas i ng parti cipation in training na tionally; and 

b. recruiti ng f or one or s everal demonstration sites. 

What we need to know: 

Numbers 

How many people do we want to train totally and annually . 

How many current educators can be upgraded, how many are 

qualified. 

What are potential pools of candidates (how will we find 
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out) 

What are likely incentives: scholarships? professional 

possibilities? challenging training programs? room for 

commitment? promise of status and continued development? 

Who will find the answers to these questions and who will 

develop the recruitment program(s). 

4 



Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants 
Jerusalem, Israel 

• lll,nl n,,3,~~~ o,~v,,-~,nl 
o,~~,,, 

Tel.: 972-2-662 296; 699 951 
Fax: 972-2-699 951 FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 

TO: 
GINNY LEVI 

DATE: May 22, 1989 

FROM: DEBBIE MELINE 
NO. PAGES: / ~ 

FAX NUMI3ER: 001- 216-391-8327 

Dear Ginny, 

Attached are the summaries of Prof. Fox's recent 
interviews with: 

Mona Ackerman 
David Arnow 
Charles Bronfman 
Lester Crown 
Eli Evans 
David Hirschhorn 
Isadore Twersky 

You will notice from the summary of the interview with 
Lester Crown that he is very interested in receiving the 
report on the Cleveland Commission. Prof. Fox asks that 
you send a copy of that report to Mr. Crown accompanied 
by a note from you, or perhaps you might ask Charles 
Ratner to write a note explaining that Prof. Fox told 
him of Mr. Crown's interest. 

Prof. Fox also asked me to tell you that al though he 
discussed the Commission with Florence Mel ton when he 
saw her on May 8th, she had another agenda for that 
meeting . She requested another meeting with Prof. Fox 
on June 5th or 6th, at which she promised to devote 
sufficient time to discussion of the Commission . 

Sincerely,~ 
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Senior Policy Advisors/ 
Staff 

TO: ,....,..,,-=-- ---- ---- --,.AMt 

FROM: Arthur J. Naparstek 
,.,. ... , ~ 

5/22/89 DATE: ___ , _ ____ _ 

REPLYING TO 
l1ti,ARTMENTll't.AN1 t_l,)C:,, 1 IU N nrl•ACllMfN1/f'l.1'NI t flC:A l"lN YOUR MEMO OF: __ _ 

SUBJECT: COMMISSION-RELATED MEETINGS IN JUNE 

This wi l l confirm pl ans for meetings of t he Seni or Policy Advisor£ and the 
Commission on Jewish Education in North America scheduled for June 13 through 
15, 1989, in New York Ci ty, 

1. Tuesday , June 13, 1:30 p.m , to 5j30 p,m. 

Pre -Commh:sion planning to take placo at llchrow Union Coll~ge. On0 
West 4th Street (between Broadway and Mercer, one block e~st of 
Yashington Square) . 

2. Vednesday , June 14, 9;30 a,m, to 4;00 R,D, 

Meeting of the Cormi&sion on Jewish Education in North Amer i ca to take 
place at Hebrew Union College. Hote change of sta~ting time to 9:30 
i!...!!L. 

3. Thursday, June 15, 8:30 t,rn, to 022n , 

Debriefing sessi on of Senior Policy Advisors to take place at JWB, 15 
Ea$r 26th street. 

I understand 'that you are available to attend all of these meetings. Please 
let me know if your plans change in any way . 

If you plan to stay overnight i n New York City, we suggest that you make 
reservations at the Roger Smith Winthrop Hotel, 501 Lexington Avenue (at 47th 
Street). Rooms are being held in the name of The Mandel Associated 
Foundations. Reservations can be made by calling (800) 445 -0277 . 

Distribution: D. A.riel J . Re imer 
vs. Fox A. Rotman 
\4.. Hochstein C. Schwartz 
s. Hoffman H. Stein 
M. Kraar J . \loocher 
v. Levi H. Zucker 
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DATE: .... d. .... ~ ........... . 

Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants 
Jerusalem, Israel 

• lll~n, n,,3,r~~ o,sv,,-~,nl 
D' ~\!.I l i, 

Tel.: 972-2-662 296; 699 951 
Fax: 972-2-699 951 FACSIMILE. TRANSMISSION 

TO: 
Mr. Morton L. Mandel 

DATE: 
May 21, 1989 

FROM: Seymour Fox NO. PAGES: 
2 

FAX NUMBER: 001-216-391-8327 

May 21, 1989 

Dear Mort, 

As I re-read the minutes of our meetings on May 14, I realized 
that we did not clarify the connection between the meeting we had 
in Cleveland on May 7th and our meeting in Jerusalem. 

At the meeting in Cleveland the approach that guided our 
decisions was that the two enabling options - personnel and 
community - led to the concept of demonstration site, which in 
turn raised the problem of "who will build a demonstration site" 
- the "ii ". In light of this, we considered three papers to be 
prepared: one on the community , another on personnel and a third 
on demonstration sites. We left the issue of the "ii" open, 
thinking that this would probably be handled through a series of 
questions to be discussed in the small group meetings and/or in 
the plenum. 

When we met in Jerusalem, we decided that we should prepare only 
one paper for distribution before the next Commission meeting. 
This paper would build on much of what has taken place in 
interviews with commissioners since the last meeting. It would 
describe how we believe the enabling options would best be 
implemented in a demonstration site and probably raise the issue 
of who will undertake the development and implementation of a 
demonstr ation site - some version of the ii. These materials - a 
progress report - would be based on a new version of the letter 
to the commissioners that Annette and I prepared (you, Art and 
Hank correctly decided that our version would best be sent after 
the interviews) along with a discussion guide which would touch 
upon the concepts of personnel, community, demonstration site and 
some questions about implementation. (See minutes of May 14th -
page 4, item 7.) 



The problem at hand is how to bridge the t wo conceptions. Hank 
Zucker is preparing a paper on the community which represents the 
most advanced thinking in this area. There is a good deal to 
report here because of the commissions that have been established 
and Hank's knowledge and wisdom . I think it is important to 
remember, however, that several of us were concerned about the 
descriptions of success in Joel Fox's paper. It is quest ionable 
as to whether the paper itself should be circulated. 

As for writing a paper about personnel, the situation is quite 
different . In the area of personnel we have some v i sion , some 
good ideas and very few examples of successful practice . We 
have very little to report on what has been tried and is working . 
To develop a personnel paper that deserves to be taken seriously , 
we would need to gather data on matters such as salaries, the 
preparation and training of those currently teaching, turnover 
rates, description and first evaluation of existing training 
programs, etc . Obviously , this cannot be done in a short period 
of time. We cannot even gather the sparse data which exists. 

On the other hand, I think that Hank is ready to write a paper on 
community . I know that the purpose of your meeting today is to 
combine the best of both approaches . Several possibilities come 
to mind: 

1 . We could include Hank's paper on community and explain why we 
are not including anything on personnel - tell the truth. 

2 . We could include Hank's paper on community and list a series 
of questions about personnel which the Commission will have to 
investigate. The value of this might be to communicate the 
complexity of the assignment. 

3. We could prepare only one paper, as discussed in Jerusalem and 
described above, but benefit from Hank's rich contribution on 
community through his presentation on June 14th . 

I had a very good conversation with Hank about some of these 
matters and we agreed to continue the conversation on Wednesday. 
Whatever decision is taken, either a) our progress report plus a 
paper by Hank Zucker on community, with some kind of explanation 
as to why there is no paper on personnel, orb) one paper - a 
progress report - that includes some of the ideas that Hank will 
be presenting on the 14th, Hank, Annette and I will have to 
coordinate our efforts - both for the presentation and the 
materials to be sent out prior to the meeting . 

We are available to continue the conversation in any way that is 
useful. 

P . S . Mazel tov again, Dr. Mandel . 
good one. 

Best Regards, 

I hop~home was a 
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Participants: 

summary of Meeting 

May 17, 1989 

at the Offices of Nativ 

Morton L. Mandel, Annette Hochstein, Suzannah 
Cohen, Debbie Meline. 

The subject of the meeting was the budget for the M.A.F . office 
in Jerusalem. 

Mr. Mandel made the following recommendations: 

1 . The budget should be prepared on a 12 month calendar basis. 
The 1989 budget (which Suzannah is preparing) should reflect all 
of the expenditures from January to May of this year and project 
the expenditures from June until December 1989. A budget for 
1990 should be prepared as early as possible and revised as 
necessary. 

2. A form should be developed in which the months are listed in 
columns (across the top of the page) and the categories of 
expenses are listed in rows (down the side of the page) . For 
each item there should be an actual and a projected figure. 

3 . Each month, Asher Tadmon will deliver a monthly report with a 
memo briefly explaining each expenditure. 

4. While the total amount of the budget will be decided in 
advance, Seymour Fox and Annette Hochstein will have the 
authority to make necessary adjustments in the monthly 
distribution of the funds. They will consult with Mr. Mandel if 
a major reallocation seems to be needed. 

The individual categories of expenses were then reviewed, with 
the following comments: 

1. The executive secretary's salary should be broken down into 
it's appropriate components, such as social security, pension, 
etc. 

2 • Annette is solely responsible for determining how much of 
Est~lle Kap_land's (typist) and Debbie Meline's (research 
:::~stant) time is spent on M.A . F.-related work. If the amount 

ies greatly, the actual number of hours worked could be billed 
monthly. 

3 . The actual amount spent on long distance telephone calls and 
faxes should be billed monthly. Annette explained the difficulty 
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in itemizing local calls and Mr. Mandel suggested applying a 
percentage each month to the total amount of the telephone 
bills. For example, if in a given month Annette determines that 
half of all local calls were M.A.F.-related, then half of the 
total bill for all four telephone lines should be charged 
to M.A.F. 

4. Mr. Mandel stressed that duplication of expenses by the 
Cleveland and Jerusalem offices must bbe kept to a minimum. 

5 . Local travel and meeting expenses are, as of now, difficult 
to budget. Mr. Mandel suggested keeping careful track of such 
expenses and billing actual amounts. Once some experience is 
accumulated, projections of expenses will be able to be made 
inthe future. 

6. Similarly, the amount budgeted for office expenses should be 
seen as an estimation. After the experience of several months, 
more accurate projections will be possible. The balance of the 
budgeted sum (i.e. what is not spent in a given month) can be 
carried over to the following month. 

7. A budget line called Outside Services needs to be added in 
order to reflect items such as payments to Nehama Moshieoff and 
other consultants. 

8. Nativ's fee and Prof. Fox's salary are not included in the 
budget of the M.A.F. office. 

Mr. Mandel requested that all of the monthly budget reports and 
all related correspondence be sent directly to him. He will hold 
the sole approval for the final budget. Asher Tamdon will draft 
a policy statement reflecting the principles discussed here. 
Once the system is in place and functioning effectively, Mr. 
Mandel may transfer the responsibility of monitoring to someone 
else. 
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May 18 , 1989 

To : Morton L. Mandel 

From: Seymour Fox and Annette Hochstein 

Re Main points from our meeting on MINA - May 14, 1989 

1. We began by correcting the suggested agenda. (see appendix 1) 

2 . One correction was inserted in your memo of April 13 ( see 
appendix 2) 

3. This summary follows the or der of the Agenda: 

I . The Commission ' s final products will include: 

A. A mechanism for implementation (the ii) 

1. It is hoped that we will get approval for the idea on 
June 14. 

2. Following this we will work from June 14 to the next 
meeting on the design for the " ii" . 

3. We will immediately look for a possible director, and if 
feasible we will consider hiring him/her as a member of the 
commission ' s staff. 

4. We plan to discuss the funding of the II ii II with the 
funders hopefully during the summer . 

5. We hope to get the go-ahead on the planned II ii II at the 
fourth Commission meeting in October . 

B. A r eport that is als o a roadmap. 

1. The final report of the Commission will contain a series 
of recommendations for change, as well as hopeful ideas and 
issues to be investigated . The r ecommendati ons , ideas and issues 
will r elate to wider areas in Jewish Education in North America 
than those selected for i n tervention by the Commission 
(Personnel; t he Community). Indeed they will seek to provide a 
"roadmap" for Jewish Education , where communal organizations, 
private foundations, denominational movements and others, may 
find useful policy guidelines for t he areas of work in which they 
engage. As such t he report shoul d be useful to the community at 
large , as it relates to Jewish Education. 
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2. The report will off er recommendations for dealing with 
the personnel and community options . It w il 1 provide the 
rationale for demonstration sites and for the II ii". It will 
offer strategies for change as regards the community, in addition 
to the work of the "ii". 

3. The report will contain a review of the state of the 
field of Jewish Education (detail and depth to be determined -
J.Reimer is preparing suggestions.) 

c. Other products. 

A major product of the Commission should be impacting the 
way the Community deals with priorities. Communal organizational 
structure, the role of federations , funding, support systems, are 
all likely to be affected by the work of the Commission (see 
appendix 2, MLM's memo of April 13, 1989) 

II. The third meeting of the Commission 

A. outcomes: 

1. commissioners involved 

a. A central goal for June 14 is to involve the 
Commissioners in the work and process of the Commission. This 
will be done two ways: 

- by structuri ng the meeting around Commissioner's active 
participation and decision-making 

- by offering mechanisms for their involvement after the 
meeting ( possibly taskforces). 

2. Mandate for developing a mechanism 

a. It is hoped that by the end of the meeting the request 
and mandate will arise for the detailed design and planning of a 
mechanism for implementation. The extent to which the idea of the 
mechanism will surface during the meeting will depend on the 
dynamics of the day's discussions. This may vary from dealing 
with the ii in very general terms to a presentation of the idea . 

3. An affirmative Response to MLM' s Memo of April 13, 
items 1, 2, 3, 4 & 7 (see appendix 2) 

It is suggested that discussion and endorsement of the 
following items take place: 

1. The "ii" 
2. Community action sites: from demonstration to 

implementation 
3. Personnel: Building a profession 
4. Federation: A key factor for Jewish continuity 
7. Research publication etc. as ongoing elements. 
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B. CONTENT 

1. Vision and Best Practice: Demonstration Center 
Illustrated . 

2. Programmatic options in the context of the ii 

3 . A mechanism for implementation 

4 . The community 

(Note: These elements are discussed below as part o f "the 
structure of the day.") 

c. structure of the Day 

1. Introduction (MLM) The introduction may include the 
following elements: 

Demonstrate the logic of the staff work from the 
second to the third meeting of the commission. This will include 
reminding commissioners that we saw the challenge at the end of 
the previous meeting as responding to the ques tion "how can this 
be done?" In trying to deal with this question, we moved from 
enabling options to the idea of the need to implement, to the 
logic that demonstration sites are a first necessary step in 
implementation. MLM will also refer to what we learned in our 
i nterviews with commissioners. . 

2. Enabling options reconsidered (key presentations). 

a. The central presentations for the 14th of June will 
include a presentation on the community and a presentation on 
personnel . These will probably be separate and will include 
illustrations of what the community and personnel options will 
look like in a demonstration site. Elements of vision a nd 
elements of best practice will be introduced in these 
p r esentations. (Parts of Joel Fox's paper, etc ... ). 

b. A way will be found to relate -- by way of examples 
and illustrations -- to those programmatic applications that are 
most relevant to the various interes t groups amongst the 
commissioners. We may want to relate specifically to the 
interests of the fol lowing commissioners: Bronfman, Crown, 
Hirschhorn, Evans, Ackerman , Fishe r, Corson, Melton, Gruss, 
Ratner, Lamm, Schorsch, Twers ky, Lookstein. We will look at the 
reports of the interviews and may even ask some to present their 
ideas at the meeting. 

c. A third part of the presentations will include 
illustration of the issues that will need to be considered for 
implementati on in l ight of the presentations on community and 
personnel - issues related to the "ii". These kinds of issues 
may also provide the basis for the small 9roup di&cua~ions. 
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d . I ntegration of the various parts of t he presentation 
should be decided upon i n the next few days. 

3. Discussion 

There wi ll be a plenary discussion following 
the presentations . 

4. Sma l l Group Discussions 

a. Fol lowing t he p l enary , the commissioners will 
divide into 3 groups chai red r espectively by Bronfman, Hirshhorn 
and Ritz. The three cha i rs will be briefed before the meet ing . 
Each chair will be assist ed by t wo staff member s . . 

b . Di scussion guides _will be prepared for the 
small gr oups . They will be centered a round key i ssues relat ing to 
the community , personnel, impl ementation issues and wil l probably 
be pr esented in the form of key questions. 

5. Decisio ns 

Following the small group discussions, the plenary 
will be r econve ned for reports and dec isions . 

6. Schedule 

10:15-11 : 15 
1 1 :15- 12:00 
12:00- 1: 00 

1 :00- 2:00 
2:00- 3:15 
3:15- 4:00 

Presentations 
Dis cussions 
Small Group I 
Lunc h (Inf or mal) 
Small Group II 
Reports, c oncl usions, Decisions 

7. Materi a l s t o Be Prepar ed 

a. Letter to commis sioners 

The l ette r will be a s hort vers i on of a 
progress report. It will be similar i n content to t he draft 
lett er prepared by Fox , and wi l l i nclude t he maj or iss ues that 
we hope will be surfaced a t t he meeting . The discussion gu ide for 
the small gr oups will be part of t his report . The report should 
be mail ed to commissioners by June 1st . SF and AH wil l draft it . 

b. Key presentations 

Community : HZ i s preparing a draft 

Personnel and Issues for Implementation: SF & 
AH are prepar ing a draft 

c. Discussion guides for s mall g roups SF & AH 
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are preparing draft. 

We had a pr~liminary discussion on the remaining items of the 
Agenda and agreed to continue the discussion at our next meeting 

5 
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AGENDA 

MI-NA MEETING WI'l'H MLM, SF, AH 

JERUSALEM, MAY 14 , 1989 

I. The Commission's final products 

A. A mechanism for implementation (the ii) 

B. A report that is also a roadmap 

C. Other products 

II. The Third Meeting of the Commission 

A. Outcomes 

1. Commissioners involved 
2. Mandate for developing a mechanism 
3. An affirmative response t o ?· ... IM's memo of April 13, 

items 1,2,3,4 and 7. 

B. Content . . 
1. Vision and best practice : dc~onstration center 

illustrated . 
2. Programmatic options in t he' context of (1) 
3. A mechanism for implementation 
4 • co.nmuni ty 

c. Structure for the Day 

1. Introduction · (MLM) 
a. Continuity: December 13, 1988-Junc 14, 1989 

(including: 
-- the logic of the qucztion "how can we do 

this"; 
from enabling options to first 

implementations, to demonstration sites. 
-- what we heard from commissioners 

2. Enabling options reconsidered (Key Presentations) 
a. The community 
b. Personnel . 

(Vision and best practice ; demonstration; 
illustratio~ of program~atic applications) 

c. Implications of (a) and (b): issues to be 
considered. for implement ation 



4 . . small group discussions 

5. Discussion 

6. Suggested Schedule 

7. Materials to be prepared 
a. Letter to commissioners 
b. Key presentations 
c. Discussion guides for small groups 

III. Fourth and Fifth Meetings of the Commission 

A. Detailed plan for the ii 

B. Towards a roadmap: 
. 

1. What we need to know - preparing long term 
research/planning plan 

2. What we need to do - preparing a l ong term action plan 

IV. Launching the ii and other macro- efforts • 
. 

A. Design • 
. 
• 

B. Steps to implementation . 
' 

c. Relationship to MI-G 

o. People 

v. Meeting of funders 

-- plan a funders' session, possibly during the summer 
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-..: April 13, 1989 

From: Morton L. Mnn~el 

To: Seymour Fox 

Here are aome more thoughts on po,aible outcomes of tha c~.nmiasion 
on Je~iah Education. L~t •a discuss on April 18th telec~a • ...... 

Outcome 11 

Outcome U2 

Outcome 03 

Outcome 04 

:>utcome #5 

Outcome #6 

Outcome #7 

-

The IJE (Li. ) 

Community Action Sitesz Fro~ Demonstrat i)n to Implementation 

Organized or assisted by IJE, these wo~ld be 
partncrshipB and coalitions of locol a~d continental 
bodies, generally under the local Fedc~ation -flag, 
to t oot progr~, loading to diffution. 

Personnel : Building a Profession 

A per~a»ent ongoing process l ed by IJE , wi t h 
multiple del!U)nstration and pilot proje~ts , to 
develop and te,t methods that facil i t &te personnel 
recruitment, training, and retention (3enerally 
performed at Community Action Sitea). 

Federation: A key factor for Jewish continuity 
~~s4-e"""i C... h 1r~••'•••• long-term' ef fort t o 4chiave . 

consenous that the l ocal federation i ~ the 
key convenor and sponsor of local pto[ r"iiis to 
enhance Jewish contin~ity (e. g. , Clovt land 
Colllll1ission) . 1JE to wotk closely witr, CJF 
to activate federat ions to take up thta cause. 

The North American Support System: A Ne11 Design 

A permanent procesa led by I JE and CJ t' to harmonize 
all the continental players (JWB, JES!-A, Seminaries, etc.), 
in a way that brings them to a high l ~vel of effectiveness , 
overall or in selected areas. 

Programmatic Option&l Implementation 

A perlltlnent ongoing process led by IJJ to work with 
"champions" of programmatic option• , .:.o they c•n 
be identified, to develop fully tho;s optionsz 

1. - Cha~pion is Chair of a Commisz~~n (e.g. Eli Evans) 
2. - Ch4mpion finance• Co1DD1iaaion oL obtains financing) 
3. - IJE helps select and approves ~11 Co111J11ission membera 
4. - IJE helps select and approves C~mmission staff 
5. - IJE monitors and exerciaes qual ity control on each 

Commisaion 

Reaearch, Publications, etc. 
A permanent on~oina •l•1uant of IJE. (To be deei~ned). 
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May 16, 1989 

TO: Art Naparstek , Seymour Fox, Annette Hochstein 

FROM; Joe Reimer 

RE: Commissioning Papers 

IU47 P02 

Having discussed with Art, Seymour and a number of other 
colleagues the papers we might want to commission in preparat i on 
for the fi nal report , I have an altered plan to propose. I 
enclose the piece from April 28 which r efl ected my previous 
thinking; you can compare before and after. I see these as steps 
towards decision-making , so I trust I'll r eceive your f eedback 
and move f orward . 

1. "Jewish continuity at risk" 

I still like the idea of beginning wi th a paper tha t 

.- ) ,.. ..... .. ~ ,.., , .• .,. +-h e. ~ ........ ,.,o~ .. I'h • .:.ci r..f ,T ,:,,wi c;h f"l"lnt.i nui t .v in North 
Amerlca , 

b) reviews data from studies on the r~lation of r eceiving a 
Jewish education to personal Jewi s h commitment, 

c ) conceptual ly analyzes the relationship between "Jewish 
education" and "Jewish continuity" to help us better understand 
the assumed link between them. 

This may actually be two papers - one empirical and one 
analytic. 

2. The State o f the Field 

I am backing away from thinking of this as a single paper. 
Rather, given the discontinuity between the sub-fields within 
Jewish education, I am thinking of this now as buildinq upon and 
expanding the option papers; that is , as a series a papers on the 
state of the major sub-fields within the larger fi eld. 

We cannot do twenty-six options, but we can choose the 
places where we would want to put our emphasis. As I follow our 
discussions , I'd suggest the followi ng five for state of the 
~ioid ~n~lygog: a) ~up~1om~nt~r.y Qf"hnn1~ , h) nA~ ~ r.hooJs , c) 
informal education and Israel programs , d) early childhood 
education, e) adul t and family education . (A possible sixth 
would be J ewish education on · the college campus.) 

I n each cas~ we'd be asking the author to do the f ollowing: 
a) survey the field (or topographic detail: what is the lay of 
the land , what are the types of p r ograms ou t ther e;~) what are 
the strenaths or thi• •ub-tield: what works most Af¥•~~ • u-iu ik 
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most observers agree are the current weaknesses or limitations; 
d) what is the personnel picture in this area; el what are the 
communal supports and involvements; f) what are the most needed 
and feasible areas of improvement or innovation. 

Everyone with this assignment will face the lack of 
available data to do the needed descriptive and evaluative work. 
They will need to work with the available data, but as Annette 
nas been suggest1nQ, w"' a1:su uc:::~u L.u l..11~c.i.i.u wvJ. 'h.luy L.owcu.·,;1~ the 
generating of more reliable data. At the least - each report 
needs to answer an additional question: what sorts of data do we 
need to collect in this ar.ea of Jewish education? 

I like very much Seymour's suggestion that for each of the 
areas we select not only an author, but also an editorial board. 
The author would submit a proposal of his/her paper to the board 
who would check it for scope and depth. In turn, the board would 
be available for consultation throughout and would check and sign 
off on the finished product. 

3. Best Practices 

I am proposing that we fold "best practices" into the state 
of the field papers. I do not think we should get into a 
selection process f or "best practices," but rather leave it to 
the author and the editorial board in each sub-field to select 
case studies of practice~ that illuminate the strengths and 
possibilities in that area. This would simplify and de
politicize the process, but still get out the examples of 
practice which are most helpful for an implementation process. 

4. Personnel 

While personnel could also oe folded into state of the field 
papers, I'd recommend a separate treatment building upon option 
paper #20. The reason is that I think we need a systematic look 
at the current literature on educational personnel as well as a 
separate analysis of the issues of training, salaries, retention 
and profession-building. This may be too big for one paper and 
require several small papers with an over-all editor and 
editorial board. 

5. Community and Institutional Analysis 

In order to develop the ideas contained within the option 
paper on "community," I believe we need a paper that analyzes the 
major communal institutions that have a stake in Jewish education 
and the working relationship . among them as that has evolved over 
this century. We know that BJE's, synagogues and denominations 
have played a long-term role and that federations and JCCs are 
becoming more actively involved, We know that there are local 
and national organizations at work, but how do they interact and 
what does this analvsis teach 11,:; Ahrrnt-. t:hP 1 P'11P'l"l:! rl"\'I" Q,rat-om~,,.. 
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6. Vision and IJE 

As before, Seymour and Annette are working on these. 

I think if we can agree on the nature of the papers to be 
written, we can begin working quickly on authors and editorial 
boards. 

nb 



F A C S I M I L E T R A N S M I S S I O N 

NATIV CONSULTANTS - JERUSALEM, ISRAEL 

Fax : 972 - 2- 699 - 951 

To:Virginia Levi 

From:Annette Hochstein 

Date:May 16, 1989 

Pages: ½ 

Re: the pr brochure 

The attached pages carry our suggested corrections on the text 
itself. The brochure is by- and- large fine and we have mainly 
minor suggestions - except for the last section. 

We believe the last section (Panel 3) should be re- written . It 
requires greater clarity as to what success would be . On the 
other hand - should avoid sentences such as " the report wil l 
guide". It is our hope that the report "will guide" . We should 
not sound as though we control the impact. 

The term " Community" in this part is misleading a s community is 
appropriate for both the national and local scene. 

We recognize that this is a difficult panel to write. 

We have no further comments on the communications strategy. 

Best regards, 

1 
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AGENDA 

MI-NA MEETING WITH MLM, SF, AH 

JERUSALEM , MAY 14 , 1989 

The Commission 1 s final products ~ 

A. A ~n_!-s~ r~l ementation (the i_i) ~ ~_B,~, 
I. 

~ A report that is also a roadmap "~ (Q_•S \1> 
r ( t lk ~'-c,c.~ZV> \ e,~ Y 

If <(If. '7-1 The Third Meeting of the Commission \ + 
\-\'-'\0 ;:J- A. Outcomes v 

~ - \ 1. Commissioners involved 
\\ \ 2 . Mandate for develo...fing a mechanism 

B. 

C. 

~ .~'v Lavts._ \1>'- c., ~ J..- A-"' - ')... ~ ) 
Content · \ ' a,.. / I 

1. Vision and best practice: demonstration center 
illustrated 

2. Programmatic options in the context of (1) 
3. A mechanism for implementation 
"' t.,b. 1 ,) \. l f -1.. 

Structu~ e for the Day 

1. Introduction (MLM) 
a. Continuity: December 13, 1988- June 14, 1989 

(including: 

\ 

the logic of the question "how can we do 
thi s"; ~ k \~~~ 

' -- from enabling options to ~ onstration; 0~~--) 
·~-- what we heard from commis ioners >:tvv, ~~ 

2. Enabling options reconsidered (Key Presentations) 
a. The community 
b. Personnel 

(Vision and best practice; demonstration; 
illustration of. programmatic applications) 

c. Implications of (a) and (b): issues to be 
considered for implementation 

3. Discussion 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Small group discussions 

Materials to be prepared ~ 
a. Letter to commissioners / ~:, -; j-z.i.../-
b. Key presentations ------v, cl- -.A 

c. Discussion guides for small groups . 

Decisions 

1 --



III. Fourth and Fifth Meetings of the Commission ,-/\~lL.JvJ 
A. Detailed plan for the ii J.. (Vv'vl ¥ ·]6-

IV. 

/ 
I/ , 

/ 

B. Towards a roadmap: 

1. What we need to know - preparing long term 
research/planning plan 

2. What we need to do - preparing a long term action p l an 

L.-t 
Launching the ii 

A . Design 

B. Steps to implementation 

C. Relationship to MI-G 

D. People 

w~~) 
{M.=va r11~-t, ,,, 

\ ~~ 

---
< 

2 
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April 13, 1969 

From: Morton L. Mandel 
__.., 

To: Seymour Fox 

Here are some more thoughts 
on Jewish Education. Let's 

QL\ \ 
l 1 'l L.q -::: \lf 

on possible outcomes of the Co1I1I11ission ~P) 

Outcome 

Outcome 

Outcome Q 

The IJE ( L i, ) 

discuss on April 18th telecon. 0V 1.: ~ 

G -1 < ~ 
Community Action Sitesl From Demonstration to Implementation 

Organized or assisted by IJE, these would be 
partnerships and coalitions of local and continental 
bodies, generally under the local Federation -flag. 
to teat programs, leading to diffueion. 

Personnel: Building a Profession 

A permanent ongoing process led by IJE, with 
multiple demonstration and pilot projects, to 
develop and test methods that facilitate personnel 
recruitment, training, and retention (generally 
performed at Community AcUon Sites),. 

Federation: A key factor for. :Jew!ah continuity 
-~ !..~ ':-~ - • . A~fflTr~d, long-term effort to achieve 

consensus that the local federation i s!!!! 
key convenor and sponsor of l ocal programs to 
enhance Jewish continuity (e.g ., Cleveland 
Commission). lJE to work closely with CJF 
to activate federations to take up this cause. 

),V. V 
~ ~ . 
fr \f/0 

\ 

Outcome #5 The North American Support System: A New Desi gn 

A permanent process led by IJE and CJF to harmonize 
all the continental players (JWB, JESNA, Seminaries, etc,), 
in a way that brings them to a high level of effectiveness, 

$ ~ft~ Y'l' 

F~4W 

Outcome #6 

,,-

Outcome,~ 7 
~ 

overall or in selected areas. ,e;-

Programrnatic Options: Implementation 

A permanent ongoing process led by IJE to work with 
"champions" of progtallllllatic option11, as they can 
be identified, to develop fully those options: 

1. - Champion is Chair of a Commission (e.g. Eli Evans) 
2. - Champion finance• Commiasion or obtains financing) 
3, - IJE helps select and approves all Commission members 
4. - IJE helps select and approves Commission staff 
5, - IJE monitors and exercises quality control on each 

Commission 

Research, Publications, etc. 

A permanent ongoing element of IJE, (To be deeigned), 

{4 
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cc : a, Seymour Fox 
Stephen H. Hoff~an 
Henry L. Zucker 
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TO; _ ......;H.;;;.o.;;;.r.;;;.t.;;;.o~n_::;L.:... . ...:M:.:.A_n;.;.d_e_l ____ _ FROM : Arthur J DA TE: __ S_/_1_2/_8_9 ___ _ 
NI\MI lihMI 

REPLYING TO 
ttf l•"-IC I "-'I l"t I / 1'1 /\ 

YOUR MEMO OF : ----

SUBJECT: IIPl)ATr. ON OtlTRRAr.H STRAT£GIES 

Sinco we talked on May 9th, 1 moved ahead and have begun to develop plans with 
each of che following organizations: 

I. CAJE 

A. I have had several conversations with Elliott Spack who, in turn, 
referred me co Joel Grisaver, the progrq chair for the CAJE 
conference. Gris aver would like to organize a planning conuuittee to 
work on developing the bes t way to use the time they have allocated 
for l.lae Cu11u11L~r.1v11 pl"esentation • t the con£oroncc. tic Aro talkins 
about a panel presentation that would be headed up by yourself, 
fo llowed by commiaslum,i.:~ wlau .J.:re pt·o•ont ac the meeting. After tho 
presentations the audience, which will number approximately 
1200-1500, would be broken i nto thirty groups of 30-40 . The charge 
for each group would be to discuss issues 'the Com,uission should 
consider that are of concern to teachers. 

Joel feel£ a planning commit tee is necessary in order to develop 
guidelines for the chairpeople of each of these groups so that the 
discussion5 in each group are focused. Joel indicates that it is 
difficult for him to travel east and would very much like to 
organi~e a planning session in Los Angeles. I ~ought it would make 
sense for Sara Lee and Hark Lainer co meet with Joel and other CAJE 
planning members to develop guidelines for the conf erence. Do you 
think it is worth my parti¢ipatlon in the meeting? 

B. We are preparing an article for the CAJE publication which will come 
out in August . The theme of the publication 1s ".Building a 
Profession of Jewish Educatorsn and the article will represent that. 
If you like it, I believe you should be the author . 

Impression: I am pleased with the way our planning is going with 
CAJE. The conference is an extr aordinary opportunity to open up the 
Commiss ion' s dialogue with a large proportion of the teachers in the 
United States . It not only offers great visibility for the 
Commission, but also offers us the opportunity of getting input f rom 
well over 1 ,000 practitioner& . 
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11. CJF 

I spoke with Frank Strauss about beginning a process of relating to 
federations , their executives and lay chairs. Strauss will send us the 
mailing list and labels of their executives and chairs of the thirty 
largest federations. I propose that we begin a series of targeted 
mailings within the next month or so. I am setting up a meeting with 
Hank Zucker, Steve Hoffman, myself, possibly Joel Fox, to discuss an 
overall strategy for communication with federations on Commission 
progress . Frank Strauss suggested an idea that we communicate with 
federation executives and lay leadership t hrough the CJF satellite 
network . Furthermore, we nood to think 4bout • SQrlo~ of presencacions, 
ways in which we want to be represented at the CJF GA meeting in 
Cincinnati in November 1989. It's not too early to start the planning. 

We also have an opportunity to get a 300-word article in the CJF 
newsbrief. If you agree , we have to move quickly as it is due on 
May 20th. 

!II . JESNA 

JESNA is planning to have a presentation on Jewish education and 
personnel that would be targeted toward Bur~au directors and lay 
leadership using the CJF satellite network oh May 31 . I spoke to Jon 
Woocher and raised the question of how the Commission and JESNA could 
collaborate on the broadcast. The present er will be Woocher with 
reactions from Schiff and Ariel . Jon indi cated that he would support ~ny 
ideas for collaboration that we propose. [)o you have any thoughts on how 
we can best use th~t opportunity. 

F\lrther. there are two publications we need to begin to develop articles 
for . One is Trends which comes out periodically . They need an article 
within a week or two. The second 1a the Pedagogic Reporter and perhaps 
there we might have a guest column by you. That would be due by July 1 . 

IV. BDF 

I spoke with Gene Greenswieg who is the chairperson of t he Bureau 
Directors Fellowship . The Bureau Directors Fellowship will be having a 
meeting in Boca Raton on June 4th or 5th a6 part of the Conference of 
.T~wiAh Communal Service. Greenswieg indicated that there will not be a 
large delegation of Bureau Directors at the meeting. He did indicate 
that there will be a full-blown meeting with 30-40 Bureau Directors in 
attendance preceding the November CJF GA in Cincinnati . Greenswieg 
invited us to participate in their meeting and I propose we develop a 
planning process that can lead toward our ~aking input into their meeting 
in November , Uhat do you think? 

Further, I will be getting the labels of the Bureau Directors of t he 
largest cities and the lay leadership and we also should be developing a 
strategy t o send t hem written material between now and November. 

• 
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V. JCS 

l spoke with Dan Thursz who is the president of the Conference of Jewish 
Communal Services which is having ita annual meeting on June 4-7 in Boca 
Raton. Thursz invited us to make a presentation befor e his board or 
pAr ~i r. ipArA fn Any n~h-r wAy . T nAAn ynur Anvfr.A hArA nn whA~hnr n r nnr 
it makes sense for us to participate. They have faxed me their program 
and when you get back to the U.S . , I'll 6hare it with you and we can 
decide whe t her we participate in at least tha board level . 

. VI . Council for J ewish Educati on 

I spoke with Alvin Schif f who i s the editor of t he ir j ournal and he 
invited us to wri t e an artic le of 2 , 000 ·3 , 000 words which would be 
published by November. I be lieve thi s i s aomething we s hould conside r . 
He assured me that i t woul d be published . 

VII . Foderation Planners Meeting in Israel 

Spoke with Joel Fox about how t he Commi ssion should be repr esented a t 
that meeting i n July . Perhaps we should have a series of presentations 
tha t would not only be informative but str ategic. Those who will be a t 
the mee ting in Jerusalem from t he Commis sio~ include Seymour Fox, Annette 
Hochstein and Jon Woocher . Can we organize a planni ng group that 
includes Fox, Zucker, Hoffman and myself to determine how we should 
r epresent t he Commission at t he confer ence? 
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Please complete the fo rm below and submit 1t to Arthur J. Naparstek, Director , 
Co111111ission on Jewish Education in North America, 4500 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland. 
Ohio 44103, Attach all receipts. Failure to att~ch receipts will delay 
reimbursement. 

We appreciate you(' flying coach class and using taxicabs rather than lilr-ed car 
and driver . 
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PURPOSE OF TRIP ----------------------~-
I. TRAVEL. 
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Air Travel from ~-----:---
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to 

to - --:-- - --,-
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$ 

1. Chm car - miles@ 20c pe~ mile $ ----- --
a. Parking 

b. Tolls 

2. Other (t.ax1. etc.) 

11. HOTEL night& at ____ per night 
(rate. including tnx) 

lll. HEALS (includiog tips) 

IV. OTHER (please list and briefly describe) 

Total for vhtch reimburse~ent is r~que&ted. 
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Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants 
Jerusalem, Israel 

• ,,,,n, n,,,,,~~ o,s~,,-~,n, 
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Tel.: 972-2-662 296; 699 951 
Fax: 972-2-699 951 FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 

TO: 

fROM: 

VIRGINIA LEVI 

DEBBIE MELINE 

DATE: 
MAY 11, 1989 

NO. PAGES: 
1 

FAX NUMI3ER: 001-216-391-8327 ___________ _ _ ___ __ _ 

Dear Ginny, 

Annette was not in the office this morning, but I 
read your fax to her over the phone. She said that 
in all likelihood she will be preparing overhead 
transparencies for the presentation on June 14th. 
We will let you know for sure as the meeting date 
approaches, but in the meantime perhaps you could 
investigate possibilities of securing an overhead 
projector for that day . 



May 11, 1989 

Re: Meeting of Prof.Mike Inbar with Annette Hochstein 

Topic: MINA 

I asked for this meeting with the purpose of discussing my 
discomfort and perhaps misunderstanding concerning two items: 

1. The relationship between the launching of the ii and 
content/research. Namely the question of how much research and 
content definition have to precede the launching of the ii. 

2. My general discomfort with a perceived imbalance in our work 
between the effort allocated to analysis, research and planning 
and the effort allocated to the process, the commissioners, the 
securing of funding for implementation. 

The conversation: 

1. I presented in some detail some elements of the problem: 

- the logic of the Commission's work (process slide) to 
December 13. 
our key question : how to bring about change 
the breakthrough: the ii . 
since the idea of the ii: the fig-leaf syndrome 
SF's vision of a demonstration center as a response 
the problem with substantiating the vision and translating 
it into an argument: data/research and plan 
no time or people to do these ... adequately 
what of these is needed for June 14 
the suggested research papers 
the need to secure funding and support 

- the link of these with the enabling/programmatic 
problematics 
the desired outcomes for June 14 - commissioner involvement 
and mandate for mechanism 
the current design of June 14 and my concerns. 

2. Mike's responses - sympathetic and helpful as always. 

a. Brief recap of the principles that should guide the research 
plan in policy settings ( what is imperative to know in given 
time frame; what is the minimal compulsory, necessary, knowledge 
needed; overriding considerations re- type of questions re
practice relevance; the shortcuts in situations of extreme time 
constraints). Need a group to decide on these . 

1 



[ Question for us: Who is the group that decides on these? Mike, 
SF, AH?] 

b. Leave aside - until later - June 14 and time and resource 
issues. 

Here is what should be done for the work of the Commission: 

[SF tells vision 
AH translates into research needs - research plan 
Results into reconstructed vision) 

In order not to go b lindl y t hree elements must be done : 

* A ten year tentative research plan 

** A ten year tentative action plan 

*** A design for demonstration centers with evaluation 
etc. component. 

A few points: 

These elements should be viewed as a three-legged stool. Any one 
missing will make it fall . 

We cannot do the whole job ourselves. Delegation is central to 
the story and its success. 

We should time and structure the element any way that is feasible 
and convenient: the ii may be designed to do everything or to do 
only t he impl ementation of demonstration centers; the long- term 
research might be done by MIG; or by another agency. 

The c hronology of the three - and its chronology with the ii - is 
not very relevant. 

The director of the ii should be identified. He should be 
brought in by virtue of being asked to prepare a suggested plan. 
We should react to this. This would be a way of both ensuring 
that planning is done and undertaking the learning process of the 
director. 

The meeting of June 14. 

To engage the commissioners this should NOT be a meeting where we 
give much information. The meeting should be structured around 
the Commissioners' decisions about issues presented to them. 
Otherwise we probably guarantee boredom. 

2 



These issues might include those in the proposed letter; as well 
as matter such as where to do demonstration projects? what the 
criteria should be - or really any issue related to the topics of 
the commission. 

Optimally we would prepare issues with 2- 3 suggested alternatives 
for their decision. 

We should have a long issue- agenda. The very end should be the 
necessary decisions - and perhaps task-force appointments. 

The way for SF to present the vision: what has to be done -
research/knowledge wise - for it to be. 

The fourth meeting of the commission should include the long-term 
plans of action and of research and the ii director's plan for 
the demonstration centers. 

3 



Mike wants $15000 for this year and next to be paid next January 
in New-York. I approved (identical sum to the past two years} 

4 
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·· ··· -- -- ----- ·--···· ···-· ·······--------- ---- --·-···· ·-· ·---·----· ··· ··~----

I. Introduction 

The minutes of the Planning Group Meeting of March 29 and the Senior 
Policy Advisors Meeting of March 30, 1989, vere reviewed. 

It was suggested that a paper 1a needed listing end explaining the 
basic assumptions underlying implementa tion. A draft should be 
prepared and circulated to provide Planning qroup members an 
opportunity to react. AJN will take responsibility for this in 
collaboration with SF and AH. 

II. Commission assignments were reviewed. It was agreed that Berman, 
Mintz, and Yanowitz should be more involved and kept informed about 

Assignment Commission proceedings . A.JN will work with their respective 
professionals to ensure that they are kept informed. 

l\sc 1ment 

~ssi gnment 

~ssignment 

1saignment 

The following co111111issioner contacts were reassigned for interviews 
prior to the June 14 meeting : 

Robert Hiller•-HLZ 
Robert Loup•·SF (by telephone) 
Ludwig Jesselson--MLM 
Charles Ratner--AJN 

AJN was assigned responsibility fo~ wo,king with Rotman and Woocher to 
develop a plan to ensure that Commission r~ports and presentations are 
on the agendas of groups which they convene or to which t hey report . 
HLZ will take this assignment for CJF. AJN and HLZ will be in regular 
touch (every few weeks) with the professional heads of these 
organizations . 

It was suggested that a statement on the relationship of the Commission 
to tho coopor~tins orsani%ationD bo drafto~ in ~nllAhnr~tinn with ~~r.h 
organization's professional head. AJN will handle JWB and JESNA. 
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Ass ign~ent HLZ will take CJF. The draft will be prepared for review by the 
Planning Group, a t i ts next meeting . 

III . Report on Interviews 

Assignment 

A.oo ignac nt 

Assignment 

Assignment 

Fox, Naparstek, Reimer, and Zucker reported on the i nterviews they have 
had with commissioners. There was general support f or the concept of 
an implementation mechanism. In addition, some cowmi ssioners expressed 
an interest in the mechaniem's evaluation and research capabilities 
while others were interested in its potential abil i t y to assist funde r s 
in assessing directions for funding. Concern was ~xpressed regarding 
any negative potential in the mechanism's relationohi p to national 
agencies . Other• are anxio\lS for t he Co111JDlssion t ~ move beyond t he 
th•n~•tf r al •nrl to ant,,a11y hAei n {m~1~m~n~A~inn . 

The following assignments resulted from thls diacuus i on: 

1. We should develop a plan for handling co111111issioner s who are not 
engaged. This will be an agenda i t em for our next meeting. 

2 . The Plonnin5 Croup onould devel op o nd ronl< o lio t 0£ oo-iooio n orc 
whom HLM should try to $88 personally, at eome t ime. This should 
include Matthew Maryles and the f i ve West Coast commissioners. 

3, It waa auggested ehat Mut coneider a tri p co t he Vest Coast , which 
could include a meeting with West Coast commissioners, a meeting 
with the loc•l Los Angeles commission , and possibly a presentation 
to CAJE. 

4. VFL will develop a liet of commissioners vho are not currently 
planning to attend t he June 14 meet ing. Their "counselors" wi l l 
take responsibility for encouraging t heir attendance . 

IV. Contents and A&enda for J une lu Commission Meet ing 

It was agreed that the June 14 Co11U111ss1on meeting should yield at least 
general •greement among commissioners on a set of outcomes which l ead 
directly to implementation. MUI will say that Seni or Policy Advisors 
are not speaking at the meeting because they have other forums for 
their input . His introduction will also include an explanation for why 
tho meetings are taking pltce at HUG. 

A. Ye are proposing as Commission outputs o means to: 

1 . build a profession , 

2 . energize federations (communities) to focus on Jewish 
eaucat1on, 

3. create a new design for the effectiveness and inter action of 
organization~ engaged in Jewish educa t ion for the continent, 
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4 . implement prograroniatic inte rests, 

5. undertake ongoing research and publication. 
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This should lead to agreement on demonstration sites and a mechanism to 
oversee the entire process. Direct reference to IJE, as such. should 
probably not occur at this meeting. 

The first portion of the meeting should be put in the context of 
desired Comraiasion outcomes related to personnel and conununity. The 
second portion of the meeting can then focus on ways to achieve these 
outcomes. 

B. Agenda for June 14 

The following agenda was proposed for the Co1111ission meeting on 
June 14, Ye will call the meeting for 9:30 a.m. (coffee and 
danish) and plan to begin promptly at 10:00. 

l . Introduction-•KlH [20 minutes] 

a. A review of general outcomes which have emerged from 
meetings with co111J11issionera and a review of the agenda 

b. Discus$ion (if any) 

2. Presentation on community--Esther Leah Ritz (20 minutes] 

Subsequent to this meeting, it was decided to ask Eather Leah 
Ritz to chair one of the three groups due to Lester Crown's 
inability to attend. 

a. A redraft of the Commiesion's option papers on collUD\lnity 
and on funding (mailed in advance) 

b. Jewish education as an evolving priority tor the t'ederat1on 
movement 

c. Local initiatives and prospects (We will probably have 
mailed the Joel Fox paper in advance.) 

d. D13cua3ion 

3. Presentation on personnel•·SF/AH [20 minutes] 

a . The problem 

b, Examples of possible solutions 
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c. Possible steps to achieve solutions 

d. Discussion 

4. Croup Discussion 

Break into three groups to discuss the earlier 
presentations and to propose solutions . The chairs of these 
meet ings will be Bronfman, Crown (We have since learned he 
cannot attend,), and Hirschhorn . Their respective co-chairs 
could be Yanowitz, 'Mintz, and Berman. Each group ~ill have two 
people to ••rv• as staff/resources to provide community and 
personnel expertise. Possible support staff for eac h of the 
three groupa could include (1) Fox and Hoffman, (2) Reimer.and 
Hiller, (3) Zucker and Hochstein. Each group w111 also have a 
recorder. 

5. Thirty minutes of inforul interaction before lunch 

6. Lunch--resume meeting in the aame groups 

7, Return to plenary aeaa1on to report on each group 
discussion 

8. If posaible, determine next steps 

c. Ass1punents Related to A1enda 

Assignment 1. AJN will review reports on coPU1issioner interviews with input 
from SF, AH, MDS and HU and will draft the MUf introduction by 
the end of May. 

Assignment 2. HLZ will call Esther Leah Ritz and i2>k her to make the 
presentation on co1M1Unity (and since changed to chair of group) 
and will brief her in preparation for the presentation. 

~ssign.ment 3. MLM will invite the appropriate commissioners to chair group 
meetings. AJN to prepare draft. 

lssignment 4. AJN will follow up HLJof's letter with a telephone call to the 

1ssignment 

,ssignment 

.aaignment 

three group chairs. 

5. MLM will invite co-ch41rs: Yanowitz, Mintz, and Berman . AJN 
to draft letter . 

6. HLZ will work with AJN on identifying the moat appropriate 
staff for each group. 

7. AJN will suggest and,. after approval, invite recorders for each 
group. 
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A~~ianmont 8. CF and J'J-1 vill drQ£t Q oioouooion suido £or uoo At tho s~oup 
me$t1ngs . It should be completed no later than June 1 so that 
it can be reviewed with group leaders and recorders prior to 
the meeting, 

A8aignment 9. JR will send a critique of the Joel Fox paper on local 
initiatives to HLZ by 5/15. 

Aaaignment 10, HLZ will work with Joel Fox on revision& and will decide 
whether or not to distribute the paper to c ommi ssioners . 

AseigllDl.enr---- 11. AJN and VFt"wlll di'velO"j>Tgtid on who ts to see whom by when 
in preparation for i mplementing the plan for the June 14 
meeting. 

AaL jnment 12. The Planning Croup will consider if/when (after June 14) we 
should bring fWld•rs together for a meeting . 

Assignment 13. The Planning Group will conaider holding periodic meetings of 
the Commission after June, 1990--perhaps once a year--to 
monitor the IJE. 

Assignment 14. AJN will develop a li•t of papera for the final report to be 
commissioned with a proposed time table and will circulate it 
to Pl~nnine; Grnur, m1tmhers b y Juna 1 5. ·, 

~ssigtU11ent 15. HLM will call Mona Ackeman to encourage her to attend the June 
14 meeting. 

\esignment 16. SF and AH will draft a letter to go to c oJmDissionen by Hay 26 
reflecting the outcome of the interviews. 

\asignment 17. SF and AH will draft a letter on the content of the Commission 
meeting and the agenda to be mailed by June 2. 

lssignment 18 . A letter confirming the time and place of the J une 14 meeting 
and the reply postcard will be drafted by VFL for mailing as 
soon as possible . 

D. Desired Outcomes of the June 14 Meeting 

l, frofeaaionala to leave with the hope that important 
1111pC<>VCIACIII.U 1."n ln: w1&1,h:1 Lu ,h,wLvh wJu.::•ti..:,n 

2. Lay people to have an awareness that their programmatic 
interests will be dealt with as the aituation warrants 

3. Agreement on directions to take for the peraonnel and colUJ'Dun1ty 
options 

4. Co1M11ssionera to have a sense that they are involved 
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V. 

AssigOJllent 

Vl. 

~ssign.ment 

VII. 

uasignment 

5. Potential funders to be aware that their financial support will 
be uought 

6. Task force8 to be established at some point in time on 
personnel and convnunity 

7. The road to an implementation mechanism is open 

Denominations 

It was agreed that it is important to engage the denominational leaders 
of the Jewioh co111111unity in the work of . the Commission . MLM will meet 
with Schorsch, Lamm, and Gottschalk (in that order) to indicate that we 
have concluded it is in the best interests of the Commission to 
establish a liaison with congregational leaders (rabbinic groups and 
congregational organizations), and that we are seeking their advice on 
the best way of involving these groups, JR will draft an approach to 
be taken at these meetings and will review tt with SF and AJN by May 
26. 

It was reported that at the August meet ing of CAJE, a plenary session 
ha& been reserved for presentation and discussion of the Commission. 
It wa& suggeatod that the titl e of the presentation be "An Event in 
Jewish Life: JeW16h Edueation in the Futur e." Planning Group members 
agreed that if HIJi can make the presentatioTI, it would be advisable . 
Commissioners who plan to be present can be asked to assist in leading 
small-group discussions . These may include Elkin, Lee, Ingall, Schiff, 
Bieler, and poaaibly Reimer and N4parstek . AJN will speak with Elliot 
Spack, CAJE Director, and indicat e MI.M's preference for the meeting to 
occur on August 14. 

Commission schedule 

A. Meetings of June 13-15, 1989 

1. Senior Policy Advisors will meet on Tuesday, June 13, 1:30 
p.m. to 5:30 p.m., to review final preparations for t he June lu 
Co111J111ss1on Meeting . vn will contact HUC about holding the 
meeting there. 

2. The Commission Meeting will take plac~ on Wednesday, June 14, 
9:30 a .m. to 4:00 p.m. at HUC . 

3. Senior Policy Adviaors will meet for debriefing on Thursday, 
June 15, 8:30 a . m. to noon at JWB. 
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B. Dates of Future Commiss ion Meetings 

1 . A meeting has been scheduled for October 4, 1989 . 

P~ge 7 

Aeeignment 2. VFL will take ateps to schedule meetings for February 14 , 1990, 
and June 13, 1990. 
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MINUTES ; Planning Group "eet1ng 
Co11111ission on Jewish Education in North America 

DATt : May 7, 1989 

DATE MINUTES ISSUED: 

fRESENT: Morton L. Mandel, Chairman, Seymour Fpx, 
Virginia F. Levi (Sec'y), Arthur J . Naparstek, 
Joeeph Reimer, Herman D, Stein, Henry L , Zucker 

Ar\necce HOCnsce1n 

------- -----------·~···· ······· ··-------------------------- -------·-··-···-·-

I . Int roduction 

I 
The minut es of the Plannine Group Mee t1nz of. M11l"r.h:' 79 11nrl t.hP. ~Aninr 

Pol i oy A6visors Meeting of March 30, 1989 , v~r• rt, 

It was suggested that a paper is needed liaeing and explaining the 

bas i c assumpt ions t o implementation. A draft should be prepared and 

ci rculat ed to pr ovide Planning Group members an opportunity t o react. 

AJN will take responsibility for this in collaboration with SF and AH . 

I I . Commission assignments were xeviewed, It was agreed that Berman, 

Mintz, and Yanowitz should be as deeply involved in and as well 

their professional s to ensure that they are kept informed. 
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The following co1m1iasioner contacta were reassigned for interviews 

prior to the June 14 meeting: 

Robert Hiller••HLZ 

Robert Loup--SF (by telephone) 

Ludwig Jeeaelson• •HU{ 

Charles Ratner--AJN 

•T~ v•• •-•~Afl•A r••~nnafhi\f~y fn¥ wnrkina with Rotman and Woocher to 
aeve.1.op a p.1.an ~o enaure ..:tun. "uu111u.••.t.uu .u,~"" ... D au ... t' ..... ., ......... .1. ......... ~ .. 

on the agendas of groups which they convene or to which they report. 

HLZ will take this assignment for CJF. AJN and HLZ should be in 

regular touch (every two weeks) with the professional heads of these 

organizations. 

It was suggested that a statement on the relationship of the Commission 

to the cooperating organizations be drafted in collaboration with each 

organi%at1on's profeaaional head. AJN will handle JWB and JESNA. HLZ 

will take CJF. The drAft will be prepared for review by the Planning 

Group . [Due date?) 

III. Rep2rt on Interviews 

Fox, Naparstek, Rei~er . and Zucker reported on the interviews they have 

had with commissioner•. Th•r• was gener•l support for the concept of 

an implementation mechanism. In addition, some coramissioners exp~essed 
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an interest in the mechanism•• evaluation and research capabilitios 

while others were interested in its potential ability to assist funders 

1n assessing directions for funding. Concern was expressed regarding 

the negative potential in the mechan1sm•s relationship to national 

agencies. Others are anxious for the Commission to move beyond the 

theoretical and to actually begin iAplement•tion, 

The following assignments resulted from this discussion: 

1. We should develop a plan for handling commissioners who are not 

engaged. (Who? Yhen?) 

2, The Planning Croup should develop and rank a 11st o! commissioners 

whom MLH should see, This should 1ncluda Matthew Maryles and the 

five West Coast commissioners, (Who? When?] 

3. It was suggested that K1M consider a trip to the West Coast, which 

could in~lude a meeting with ~est Coast coJ11111issioners, a meeting 

with the local Los Angeles commission, and possibly a presentation 

to CAJE , 

4 , VFL will develop a list of commissioners who are not currently 

planning to attend the June 14 meeting. Their "counselors" will 

take responsibility for encouraging attendance, 

--
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IV. Contenta and AgendA for June 14 Commission Meeting 

It waa agreed that the June 14 Commission meeting should yield 

agreement among commissioners on a set of outcomes which lead directly 

to 1mpleGentation. KU< will not• that Senior Policy Advisors are not 

epeakift6 at tne ao••ing booA\&OO thor hovo ochor £oruac for ~heir 

input. The introduction will also include an explanation for the 

meetings taking place ac HUC. 

A. Ve are propoaing as Commission producta a means to 

l . build a profession, 

2. energize federations (communities) to focus on Jewish 

education, 

3, create a new design for the effectiveness and interaction of 

organizations enga&ed in Jewish education for t he continent , 

4. implement programmati~ interests , 

This should lead to agreement on demonstration sites and a 

mechanism to oversee the entire process . Direct r eference to IJE 

should probably not occur at this meeting. 

The first portion of the meeting should be put in the context of 

Commiaaion outcomes ralated to peraonnel and coD1111unity. The second 

portion of the meeting can then foeus on ways to achieve these 

outcome•. 
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B. Agenda for June 14 

The following agenda wa1 proposed for the Commission meeting on 

June 14. We will call the meeting for 9; 30 a.m . (coffee) and plan 

to begin promptly at 10:00. 

l. Introduction••MLM (20 minute• ) 

a. A review ot general outcomes which have emerged from 

meeting• with co11111iasioners and a review of the agenda 

b . Disouuion 

2. Presentation on co1111unity--Esther Leah Ritz (20 minutes) 

a, A redraft of the Commission's option papers on community 

and on funding (mailed in advance) 

b. Jewi&h educ~tion as an evolving priority for the Federation 

movemant 

c . Local initiatives and pro•pect • (We will probably have 

mailed the Joel Fox papor in advance.) 

d. Discussion 

3. Pres,ntat1on on personnel- -SF/AH (20 winutes) 

a , The problem 

b. Example• of possible solutions 

c. ross1ble •t:eps to achiov-, a.ulutiun& 

d. Dbcuuion 

4. Small Groups 

Break into three small groups to discuss the earlier 

presentation• and to propo•• • olutions . The chair$ of these 
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meetings will be Bronfman, Crown, and Hirschhorn. Thair 

respective co-chairs will be Yanowitz, Mintz , and Berman. 

Each group will have two people to serve as staff/resources 

to provide community and personnel expertise, Possible 

groupings include (1) Fox •nd Hoffman, (2) Reimer and Hiller , ·-
(3) Zucker and Hochstein. Each group will also have a 

recorder . 

5. Thirty minutes of informal interaction before lunch 

6. wnch••continue meeting in small groups 

7. Retw:n to pleMry 1eaaion to report on s~all-group 

discussions and determine the next steps 

c. Assignments Rel gted to Aienda 

1. AJN will reviow reports on co111111itsioner interviews with input 

from SF and AH, HOS and HLZ and will draft the MUl 

1.ncroaucc1.on uu ~\!lli,u, n u uu1.\;uw"• u7 .. .,., ....... ..,., .. ,,., • 

2. HLZ will call Esther Leah Ritz and ask her to make the 

presentation on collllllunity and will brief her in preparation for 

the presentation. (Thi& was changed following the meeting. 

Should minutes reflect this change?] 

3. MUI will writ• to Bronfman, Crown, and Hirschhorn to ask them 

to chair small-group meetings. [AJN to draft?) 

4. AJN will follo~ up with a telephone call to Bronfman, Crown, 

and Hirschhorn. 

5 . A.JN will invite co-chairs: Yanowit~ , Kintz, and Berm•n. 

6. HLZ will work with AJN on identifying staff for each small 

group. 
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7. AJN will identify and invite recorders for each group. 

8. SF and AH will draft a discussion guide for uae at the 

small-group meetings. It Qhould be completed by early June so 

that it can be reviewed with group leader• and recorders prior 

to the meeting. 

9. JR will ••nd a critique of the Joel Fox paper on local 

initi atives to HLZ by 5/15. 

10. HLZ will work with Joel Fox on r evision, and will decide 

whether or not t o distri but e the paper to commissioner•. 

11. AJN and VFL will develop a grid on who is t o aee whom by when 

in preparat i on for implement i ng t he pl an for the June 14 

meeting. 

' 12 . The Pl anning Group will consider if/when (aft er June 14) we 

should bring funders together for a ~eeting. 

13. The Planni ng Group will conaider holding periodic meetings of 

the Comniissi on after June, 1990- -perhaps once. , Jear••to 

monitor the IJE . 

14 . AJN .will develop• list of papers for the final report to be 

co111111Lssioned with a proposed ti~e table and'will circulate it 

to Planning Group membera by June 15. 

15. MLM will call Mona Ackerman to encourage her to 8.ttend the J une 

14 meeting, 

16. SF and AH will draft a letter to go to commissioners by May 26 

reflecting the outcome of the interviews, 

17. SF and AH will draft a l•tte r on the oontent of the ColllDlission 

meeting and the agenda to be mailed by June 2. 
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18. A letter confirming the time and place of the June 14 meeting 

and the reply postcard will be drafted by VFL for mailing as 

soon as possible. 

D. Desired Outcome, of the June 14 Meeting 

l. Professionals to leave with the hope that important 

improvements can be made in Jewish education 

2. Lay people to have an •warenesa that their prograniutic 

interests will be dealt with 

3. Agreement on directiona to take for personnel and community 

4. Commissioner& to have a aense of involvement 

s. Potential funders to be aware that their support will be needed 

6. Task forces established on personnel and community 

a . tie to programmatic implication• ' 

b . have developed an initial list of areas for task forces 

to pursue 

7. The road to an implementation mechanism ta open 

v. Denominations 

It was agreed that it is important to engage th• denominat ional leaders 

of the organized Jewish community 1n the work of the Co111111ission. MI.Ji 

will meet with Schorsch,~. and Gottschalk (in that order) to 

indicate that we have concluded it is in the best interests of the 

Commission to establ1$h a liaison with congregational leader& (rabbi nic 

groups and congregational organizations), and that we are seeking their 

advice on the best way of involving these groups . JR .will draft an 

approach to be taken at these meetin~s and will review it with SF and 

AJN by May 26 , 
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VI. ~ 

It was reported that at the August meeting of CAJE, a plenary session 

has been reserved for preaentation and discussion of the Co11111ission. 

It was suggested that the title of the presentation be "An Event in 

Jewish Life: Jewiab Education in the Future." Planning Group members 

agreed that if KLK can make the prasent4tion, it would be advisable . 

Commissioners who plan to be present can be asked to 88Sist in leading 

small-group diacusaions . Theae 11.ay include Elkin, Lee, Ingall, Schiff, 

Bieler, and po11ibly Reimer and Naparetek. AJN will speak with Elliot 

Spack, CAJE Directo~ , and indicate MLK's preference for the meeting to 

occur on August 14. 

VII . Comm!sston Schedule 

A. Meetings of June 13-15, 1989 

l , Senior folicy Advisors will meet on Tuesday, June 13, 1:30 

p.m. to 5:30 p.m., to revi ew f inal preparations for the June 14 

C01111D~ssion Meeting. VFL will contact HUC about holding the 

inettin& th•re . 

2. The Coinmission Meeting will take place on Wednesday, June 14, 

9 :30 a,m. to 4:00 p.m. at HUC. 

3. There may be an informal debriefing session following the 

Commission Meeting on June 14. (Who, When, Where?] 

4 . Senior Policy Advisors will meet for debriefing on Thursday, 

June 15, 8: 30 a . m. to noon at JWB. 
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B. Datea of Future Commission Meetinga 

1. A meeting has been scheduled for October 4, 1989, 

2. VFL will take •t•p• to 1ohedul• meetings for Fobruary 14, 1990, 

and June 13, 1990. 
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Mrs . Annette Hochstein 
Nativ Policy & Planning Consul tants 
P. 0. Box 4497 
Jer11salem , 1sr.ael 91044 

Dear Annette : 

4500 EuchJ Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohto ·H 103 

216/Nl-8300 

May 5, 1989 

As you know, the next meeting of the Commission on Jewish 
Education in North America is schedul ed to take place from 
10 a . m. to 4 p.m. on Wednesday, June 14 at Hebrew Union College, 
1 West 4th Street, New York City . 

This will confirm plans to hold a debriefing session on 
Thursday, June 15 from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at JWB, 15 East 26th 
Street, New York City. 

Pl ease ma rk your calendar and confirm your plans to attend t hese 
meetings by returning the enclosed postage paid reply card by 
May 26. 

Your calendar should reflect plans to hold the fourth Commiss ion 
meeting on Wednesday, October 4, 10 a . m. to 4 p.m. Please a lso 
hold the morning of Thursday, Octobe r 5 for a debriefing 
session. 

I look forward to seeing you in J une. 

Sincerely, 

Arthur J. Naparstek 
Di rector 

Convened by Mandel Associated Foundations, JWB and JESNA in collaboration with CJF 
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• ACTIVE PROJECTS FUNCTION Gommtssi on on Jewish Educacion i n NA • RAW MATERIAL 
D FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE SU8JECT /OBJECTIVE 

NO. 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

)-..... '°'"l""INllPWUJA 

ORIGINATOR 

OESCRIPTION 

Prepare proposal for implementation 
mechanism (IJE). I 

I 

Convene meetin~ of MUI with Twersfy, 
Lipset, heads }f 4 seminarits, SF or AH. 

I \ . 
l 

Redraft option paper on personnel in 
light of 1mpleraentat ion proposals and 
outline of final repor t. 

Prepare outline for a vision paper. 
(Part of IJE mission atat~~~rtt) 

Contact assigned commissioners individually 
prior to June 14 meeting . · 

Mona Ackerman - 5/5 
David Arnow• 5/5 
Charles 8ronfwan • 5/4 
Lester Crown - 5/8 
Alfred Gottschalk· 4/7 
David Hirschhorn · 5/3 
Seymour Martin Lipset • 4/5 
Florence Helton - 5/8 
Isadore Twersky . 5/4 
Sara. Loo • /1/2 
Robert Loup • to be done by phone 

Prepare background papers for 6/14 ~e~ting. 

Draft discussion guide for use at group 
meetings , with AH , to be mailed no l ater 
than June 1. 

Draft l etter to go t o commissioners by 
5/26 reflecting outcome of interviews. 
with AH. 

Draft letter on content and agenda of 
6/14 meeting to be mailed by 6/2 , with AH. 

Fox Assignments 

VFL DATE 5/10/89 

PRIORITY 

TP 

SP 

SP 

SP 

ASSICNEO 
TO 

(INITIAlSl 

SF 

SF 

SF 

SF 

SF 

SF 

SF 

SF 

SF 

DATE 
ASSIGNED 
STARTED 

DlJEOATE 

2/9/89 5/22/89 

2/9/89 TSD 

2/9/89 5/22/89 

2/9/89 5/22/89 

3/30/89 5/5/89 

4/7/89 5/22/8~ 

5/ 7/89 6/1/89 

5/7/89 5/19/8~ 

COMPLETEO 
OR REMOVEO 

OAT( 

5/7/89 5/23/B9 
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SU8JECT /OBJECTIVE 
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Mandel Ae~i gruuont~ 

ORIGINATOR VFL DATE 5/10/89 

NO. Ot:SCRl~ION PRIORITY 
ASSIGNED 

TO 
(INITIALS) 

DATE 
ASStGN(O 
ST.llHEO 

OU(OMt 
C0MPl.£T£0 

OR RCMOVEO 
OAT[ 

1. Meet with Schor5ch, Lamm and Gottschalk MLM 3/30/89 6/1/89 
to develop a mechanism to i nvolve the 
denominati ons, along with AR or JW . 

. 
2. Arrange for Premier•s PR representative to HLM 3/30/89 6/1/89 

work with Paula Berman Cohen in estab-
l L. 1,,.1'.n e • • n••• •• ..,..,.,.._ "'h• 1Jo., y.,,1, TA,e•e 
and the Wall Street Journal . 

3. Consider ·calling Herschel Blumberg and Paul HlM 3/30/89 6/1/89 
Berger to interest Kornene in ~he Commission. 

4. ~ontact assignect comm1ss1oner s 1nd1Vidu.1lly 
' 

1'll..11 3/30/89 5/31/89 
prior to June 14 meeting. 

Max Fisher 
Joseph Gruss 
Ludwig Jesselson 

5. Meet with Michael Albanese and A.JN to HLM 4/4/89 6/1/89 
discuss developing monthly trend report 
and to discuss Commission budget. 

6, Consider a trip to the west coast to meet MUI 5/7/89 7/1/89 
with commissioners, the local l.A commis-
sion, and make CAJE presentation. 

7. Invite appropriate eoDUUissioners to chair HUi 5/7/89 5/25/89 
group meetings; AJN t o draft letter. 

8. Invite group co~chairs; AJN to draft letter. MUI 5/7/89 5/25/89 

9, Call Mona Ackerman and encourage her MI.H 5/7/89 6/l/89 
to attend 6/ 14 Co111J11ission meeting. 
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• RAW MATERIAL 
• FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE SUBJECT /OBJECTIVE Hochstein Ass ignments 

1..-0 "'tY. I0/9'1 -fib., V U , 

ORIGINATOR VFL DATE 5/10/89 

ASSIGNED OAT£ COMP\.£T£0 
NO. DESCRIPTION PfttORITY TO ASSIGNED OUEOAT( OR REMOVED 

0NlllALS) STARTED OAT[ 

1 . Cqntaot Accisnod ooauuiooion o ro individually hll 3/30/0? 5/5/0? 
prior to June 14 meeting. 

Morton Mandel 
Esther Leah Riti • 4/5 
Norman Lamm - 4/5 
Ismar Schorsch - 4/5 

\ 
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FUNCTION Commission on Jewish Education in NA • ACTIVE PROJECTS 
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• FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE SUBJECT /OBJECTIVE 

ORIGINATOR 

~o. 0£SCAIPTION 

l. Draft a thought piece on alternative 
scenarios for final report to be 
reviewed by internal staff and distributed 
to senior policy advisors. 
, 

Contact assigned connissioners individually 
prior to June 14 meeting . 

Irwin Field· 5/1 
Mark Lainer • 5/1 
Arthur Green• 4/24 
Jack Bieler• 4/25 
Josh Elkin 
Carol Ingall - 4/25 
Harold Schulweis• 5/1 
Isaiah Zeldin• 5/1 

3 . Outline approach to cowoissioning pape~s. 
including propooing edico~i•l b 9 Qr d o Gnd 
potential author~. on thA following topics : 

State of the Field 
Organizational or Institutional Analysis 
of the Field 

Jewish Continuity and Jewish Education 
Best Practices 
Enhancing Option Papers on Personnel and 
Community 

4. Send critique of J . Fox paper on local 
initiatives to HLZ. 

5 . Draft outline for HLM meetings with 
Schorsch, Lamm and Cottschalk; review 
with SF and AJN. 

Reimer Assignments 

VFL 

PRIORITY 
ASSIGNED 

TO · 
(INITIALS) 

OAT( 
ASSIGNED 
$TART£0 

DATE 5/10/ 89 

DUE DAT£ 
COMPt,(T[O 

OR REMOVED 
OAT( 

JR 3/30/89 TBD 

JR 3/30/89 5/5/89 

JR 4/7/89 5/12/SC 

JR 5/7/89 S/15/8< 

JR S/7/ 89 5/26/8( 
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D ACTIVE PROJECTS 
D RAW MATERIAL 

FUNCTION Commi ssion on Jewish Education i n NA 

• fUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE SUBJECT /08J£CTIVE 
I - t•,•· IOIMl ""lln t o 1H U.U. 

ORIGINATOR 

NO. OfSCRIPTION 

1. Redraft option paper on community in 
light of implementation proposals and 
outline of final report. 

'l . Contact ass igned conuu1ssioners individually 
prior to June 14 meeting . 

John Colman • 5/3 
Maurice Corson - after 5/8 
Eli Evans - 5/11 
Robert Hiller 

3. Develop a plan for follow up to federation• 
related meetings at which Commission 
presentations occur . 

4. Work with C. Schwartz to ensure that 
Comission r epor ts are on agendas of 
groups he convenes or reports to. 

). Draft statement on relationship of 
Commission to CJF ; with CS for review 
by planning group . 

6. Invite Esther Leah Ritz to make presentatior 
on community and arrange to brief her. 

7. Work with J. fo~ on revi~ions of paper on 
l ocal initiatives and decide whether or 
not to distribute to co!IIDlissioners. 

8. Draft list of communities to be targeted 
1n PR approach . 

Zucker As:1igru11f;!nC.:s 

VFL 

PRIORITY 

SP 

' 

ASSIGNED 
TO 

(INITIALS) 

HLZ 

HLZ 

HLZ 

HLZ 

m..z 

HLZ 

HLZ 

HLZ 

DATE 
ASSIGNED 
STAATEO 

2/9/89 

J/JQ/ijY 

4/3/89 

'j/ I /'d'J 

5/7/89 

5/7/89 

'J/7/89 

5/2/89 

DATE 5/10/89 

CUE DATE 

5/22/89 

~/2!>/8! 

6/1/89 

ongoing 

6/13/8< 

5/15/8~ 

S/19/8~ 

6/1/89 

COMPlrTEO 
ORREMOV(O 

DATE 
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• FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE SUBJECT /OBJECTIVE Rotman Assignments 

>MOOCIIN 10/Mt-lto"' U,M 

ORIGINATOR VFL DATE 5/10/89 

ASSIONID OATE COMPLCTEO 
NO. DESCRIPTION PAIOR1TY TO ASSIGN£0 DUE OATE OR R(MOV£0 

(INITIALS) STARTED DATE 

l. Contact assigned commissioner individually AR 3/30/89 5/5/89 
prior to June 14 mee ting: 

Daniel Shapiro - 4/27/89 

( ' 

. 

\ 
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SUBJECT /OBJECTIVE • FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE 
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Yoocher Aosignrnents 1----------------"-------------
ORIGINATOR VFL 

ASSIGNED 
NO. DESCRIPTION PRIORITY. TO 

(INITIALS) 

OAT£ 
ASSIGNED 
STARTED 

OATE 5/10/89 

OUE OATE 
COMP\.£1£0 

OR REMOVt:0 
DATE 

------- -----.~-- ------- ------+----~,....._---1-----+----+------1 
l. 

4. 

Contact assigned co11U11issioners individually 
prior to June 14 meeting . 

David Dubin· 4/25 
Irving Greenberg - 4/28 
Lester Poll ack - scheduled for 5/25 
Harriet Rosenthal - 5/4 

Prepare list of critical groups and 
pl ayers wi thin denominations and 
send to AJN. 

JW 3/30/89 5/5/89 

JW 3/30/89 5/ 12/89 
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NO, 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

7M90 (ll(V 10/NI NI0,1lj) .. u S" 

ORIGINATOR 

OESCRIPTION 

Confirm June meetings with Planning Group 
and Senior Policy Advi5ors. 

Add 5ect1on on PR to Steering Committee 
taccbook. 

Distribute draft of General Brochure on 
Commission to Steering Committoo me~bera 
and get comment&. 

Develop list of commissioners not 
planning to attend 6/14 meeting and 
work with "counselors" to develop plan 
to encourage attendance . 

Follow procedure for scheduling Commi55ion 
meetings for 2/14/90 and 6/13/90. 

Levi Assignroents 

VFL DATE 5/10/89 

ASSIGNED 
TO 

(INITIALS) 

VFL 

VfL 

VFL 

VFL 

VFL 

OATE 
A$$1GNEO 
STAATEO 

5/2/89 

5/2/89 

5/2/89 

5/7/89 

5/7/89 

OUE OATE 

5/15/81 

5/31/8' 

5/12/8' 

5/22/8 

6/9/89 

COMPlllED 
OR R£MOVEO 

OAT[ 
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ORIGINATOR VFL DATE 5/l0/89 
ASSIGN(() OAT£ COMPI.CTEO 

NO. OlSCRIPTION PlllORIIY TO ASSIONEO DUEOATE ORREMOVEO 
(INITIALS) STAR1'£0 OAT( 

1. Draft po5ition d•5cription for head TP AJN 2/9/89 TBD In proc 
nf implP.mP.n~A~inn fflA r.h ~n~~m 

2. Contact assigned commissioners 1nd1 vidually . AJN 3/30/89 5/5/89 
·prior to June 14 meeting. 

Mandell Berman - 4/28 
Stuart Eizenstat 
Matthew Maryles • 5/3 
Peggy T1shman - 5/4 
Bennett Yanowitz 
Alvin Schiff - 5/3 
Haskell Lookstein 5/4 
Ronald Appelby 5/1 
Henry Koschitzky 

,· Lionel Schipper 5/1 
Donald Mintz 
Charles Ratner 

3. Recommend to MUl schedule of regional AJN 4/4/89 TBD 

meetings to follow June Commission 
meeting. -

4, Work with PBC and HLZ to put together AJN 4/ 4/89 5/15/8 
a proposal on communication strategy for 
MLM approval. This includes determining 
milestone events, developing collllllun1cation 
pieces, and developing and prioritizing a 
work plan. 

5. Follow up with Henry Hecker at JWB and AJN 4/4/89 4/21/89 In pro 
Frank Strauss at CJF regarding follow up to 
meetings of April 9 and 10. 

7. Develop list of papers to be commissioned AJN 4/4/89 6/15/8 8 
and timetable for final report and 
circulate to Planning Group for feedback. 
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Commission on Jewish Education in NA 
D ASSIGNMENTS I 

D ACTIVE PROJECTS 
D .RAW MATERIAL 
• fUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE SUBJECT /OBJECTIVE Naparstek Assignmenti - Page 2 

NO. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

1. 

14. 

15. 

~-...,. ,_, ... ,11 .. , 11 .. , 

r I ORIGINATOR 

0£$CltlPTION 

Develop list of PR ac tivities to be 
undertaken iP1111ediately • with PBC. 

Seek advice of D. Ariel on asking 
A. Schiff to participate in CAJE 
presentation in August. 

Draft paper listing and explaining 
basic assumptions underlying 1~plementa
tion, with SF and AH. Circulate to 
planning group for input. 

Work with CJF, JESNA, and JWB pros to 
ensure that their lay leaders remain 
engaged in Commission proceedings. 

Work with Rotffan & Woocher to ensur e 
that Commission reports are on agendus 
of gro~pc they convene or report to . 

Draft statement on relationship of 
Commission to JWB & JESNA, with AR 
and J~. £or review by planning group . 

Work with planning group on developing 
an~ ranking list of commission@rs whom 
MLM should try to see personally. 

Review reports on commissioner interviews 
with input from SF, AH, HOS, and HLZ and 
draft MLM introduct ion for 6/14 meeting. 

VFL 

PRIORITY 
ASSIGNED 

TO 
(INITIAL$) 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

OATE 5/10/89 

DATE 
ASSIGNED 
$TARTED 

OUE DATE 

5/2/89 6/l/89 

5/ 2/89 6/1/89 

5/7 /89 6/30/81 

5/7/89 ongoing 

5/7/89 ongoing 

5/7 /89 6/13/8< 

5/7 /89 6/30/81 

5/7 /89 5/31/81 

COMPlETCO 
OR REMOVED 

OATE 
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7Nt0 411t'W'. 10/M),..Nf D> l"f V,M 

ORIGINATOR VFL DATE 5/10/89 I 

ASSICNEO DATE COMfl\.fHO 
NO. DESCRtPTION PRIORITY TO AS~ICNEO DUEOATE OR R£MOVEO 

(INtTIAl.$) STARTED OAT£ 

16. Draft letter from MU! t o appropriate AJN 5/7/89 5/22/89 

' 
commissioners asking them to chair group 
meetings . 

17 . .Make follow-up phone call to MUf invitat ion AJN 5/7/89 5/31/89 
to potential group chairs. 

18 . Draft letter from MLK i nviti ng group AJN 5/7/ 89 5/22/89 
co-chairs. 

19 . Suggest and, after approva l , i nvi t e t he AJN 5/ 7/ 89 5/22/89 
most appropriate resour ce peopl e and 
recorders for group meetings, with HLZ . 

/ 
' '· 20 . Develop gr id indicat i ng assigtl.lllents AJN 5/7/ 89 5/22/89 

and timetable for preparing 
pAr~f~frAn~~ in 6/ 1~ meeting, with VFL. 

2l. See that planning group cons i ders AJN 5/7/ 89 6/15/89 
if/when (after 6/ 14) to arrange a meeting 
of funders. 

22. See that planning group considers A.JN 5/7/89 TBD 
holding periodic meetings of 
Commi ssion aft er 6/ 90 to monitor IJE. 
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F A C S I M I L E T R A N S M I S S I O N 

NATIV CONSULTANTS - JERUSALEM, ISRAEL 

Fax:972- 2- 699- 951 

To: M.L.Mandel; V.F.Levi; A. J.Naparstek; J . Reimer; H.L.Zucker 
Members of the planning group 

From: S.Fox ; A.Hochstein 

Date: May 2, 1989 

Pages: 

We are now attempting to review the tasks required in order t, 

I. Prepare the third and fourth meetings of the Commission 

II. Effectively launch the ii as soon as possible (maybe as 
as October 1989) . 

III. Complete the work of the Commission by Spring 1989. 

The tasks are of three kinds: 

A. content: 

1 . What knowledge do we need to make avail abl e in o: 
for the Commission to take informed decisions 

2. What do we need to know in order for the succe: 
mechanism to receive a defined and feasible mis: 
from the Commission (e.g. the nature and content c 
demonstration site) . 

B. The successor mechanism (ii) 

1. what will its structure be 
2. what will it do 
3. how will it do it 
4. who will do it 

(see the ii paper of March 29 and the latest organizati< 
design chart (attached)) . 

1 



C. Process : 

1. what must t ake place 
2. who must be involved 

(this i ncludes the role of commissioners, meetings, pr, se. 
for an ii director, research, networking, etc ... ) 

* * * * * 

We have done some work on each of these matters - as can be : 
below. In these pages we'd like to share with you our "work 
progress " . Let us begin with the third meeting of 
Commission . 
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Discussion of elements . 

*****I.The third Commission Meeting - June 14 ****** 

a. Desired outcomes: 

1. Receive a go-ahead for steps towards implementat 

2. Engage commissioners in active participation in 
meeting 

3. Involve Commissioners in next steps. 

* * * * * 

1. Receive a go-ahead for steps towards implementat. 

**** design and prepare the ii by the fourth meeting of · 
commission 

This should include an understanding of: 

- demonstration sites 
- the content of demonstration sites and how this woulc 

be based on best practice and vision. 

**** Suggest immediate first steps for implementation -
- prepare the training infrastructure (strengthen trail 

programs 
- seek out programs of excellence. 

begin recruitment campaign for training 
- etc ... 

2. Engage commissioners in active participation in 
meeting 

3. Involve Commissioners in next steps. These could inc: 

- small group meetings 
- taskforces on selected topics 
- etc. 

b . Issues for the third meeting of the Commission: 

- The challenge of this meeting resides as much 
engaging commissioners as in obtaining an endorsement 
recommendations. 

It is fair to assume that the Commissioners have retaine< 
this time the impressions they had when leaving the sec 
meeting of the commission: that the staff work is of 1 
quality but quite theoretical and abstract. That it 
perhaps remote at this time from the realities 
implementation . Though the commissioners trust the chai: 
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and the staff to do a good job, they are 
uninvolved and distant from our thinking. 

by and 1, 

Some may have moved with the 
involved stance through their 
However many have no idea that 
practical recommendations. 

staff to a somewhat 
individual interviews e · 
the work is moving tow. 

If this assessment is correct, then the goals for 
meeting should include - besides the above outcomes -
bring the commissioners actively into the process. ' 
could be done by inspiring them with content (vision+ l 
practice); by dealing with their skepticism al 
implementation through raising the next issue - namely · 
of a mechanism for implementation; by bringing them to· 
active roles and participate actively in the desigr. 
recommendations and solutions. 

How are we to do this? 

- Present 
demonstration 

the vision + best practice 
center illustrated?). 

(by way o 

Ask them to respond to the kind of problems 
challenges set out in the draft letter sent to Clevelanc 
April 18 (Attached). This includes the notion of , 
mechanism for implementation 

c. A possible scenario for the meeting 

1. Chairman's report - summary of Commissioners' input,, 
progress, etc. 

2. 45 minutes presentation: 

a. What Jewish Education could look like and could 
in a hypothetical, successful demonstration site. 

The presentation might involve audio and/or 
visual materials. 

b. What was done and needs to be done towards 
implementation. (To share with the commissioners our 
awareness of the various pieces that still need to 
be dealt with - e.g. mechanism , funding , networking . ) 

This point might be handled at this time or later in 1 
meeting. 
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3. Plenary Discussion 
or 

4. Small groups discussion - with 
discussion outline [identical for 
topics?] . Discussion leader + 
briefed. 

5. Reports of discussion groups . 

6. Plenary discussion and decisions. 

d. Preparations and Logistics 

check commissioner attendance 

a defined agenda . 
all groups or diffe 
reporter appointed 

check if every commissioner was briefed 
set up rooms in accordance with program 
technology as needed 
assign the program tasks to the various actors 

e . Preparation of materials 

Graphic illustration that show all the items. 
what ' s been done 
what's being done and discussed today 
what still needs doing 
e.g. content 

mechanism 
funding 

f . Commissioners 

* Vested Interest Groups (should be considered in term~ 
their participation in the meeting) 

- Foundations 
- Institutions 
- Organizations 
- Rabbis 
- Educators 
- Federation Professionals 
- Other Commissioners 

[Assignments following the meeting: 

Small- group meeting 

Taskforces 

Search for director of ii] 

* * * * * * 
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II. Effectively launch the ii as soon as possible (maybe a s 
as October 1989). 

[ to be elaborated) 

I I I. complete the work of the commission by Spring 1989 

( to be elaborated) 
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Some Issues Related to the Abov e 

1. What must we decide about personnel and 
about the community in order to guide the poli 
of the ii as it is being launched. 

2. How will these enabling options relate to 
programmatic areas? 

3. What will the demonstration unit be? A commun 
a network of institutions, a few programme 
areas, seeking out and expanding anc 
replicating programs of excellence, etc . 

4. If one of the main missions of the ii is 
demonstration sites, what must we know anc 
decide about demonstration sites before the 
starts its work? 

5 . What is the strategy for accross the board cha: 
if we begin with demonstration sites. 

6 . What must be agreed upon about the ii ( 
structure; mode of operation) in order to en: 
effect ive implementation? 

7. The personnel for the ii 

8. How should the ii or possibly another 
mechanism - deal with the "programmatic umbre. 
function? 

9 . How are we to relate to MLM's memo of 4 / 13 
and his views on the mission and the tasks of 
1.1. - as well as to his views on the fut 
organization and institutions of Jewish Educa· 
in North America . 

10 . Feasibility: involves issues such as the time 
needed to maintain funding momentum and cli1 
momentum on the one hand versus the time neede< 
plan and launch one or more demonstration site: 

7 



The ii -- Organizational Design 

Function 

Funding 
Facilitation 

Function 

Diffusion 
of 

Innovation 

Function 

Monitoring 
Evalua tion & 

Feedback 

BOARD 

CORE STAFF 

PROFESSIONAL 
ADVISORY TEAM 

Functio1 

Researc 
Data Colic 

Plannin 
Policy Ana 

Function 

Communi 
Intcrfac( 
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May 2, 1989 

NOTES FOR MY CONVERSATION WITH MANDEL 

1. All the assumptions that are explicit and implicit in Mr. 
Mandel's various memoranda should be subjected to the same kind 
of critical scrutiny as any of the other ideas we have been 
presenting. Sometimes this will involve research; sometimes it 
will involve panels of experts; it will always involve at least 
deliberation. For example, we would want to see proof of the fact 
that the federations are taking a leading role. 

2. There are two pieces of work, at least, which must be done 
immediately with several sub-pieces flowing from it. By that I 
mean that a real piece of work has to be done on the personnel 
option, a real piece of work has to be done on· the community 
option, and a piece of work has to be done on the relationship of 
the programmatic options to these . These will involve a certain 
amount of "research", a certain amount of panels of experts, and 
deliberation. We think that the Commission should probably 
undertake these assignments within the framework of some version 
of task forces or sub-committees. 

3. The design of ii must be finished and all the necessary 
steps, such as hiring the director , must be completed. 

4. The mission statement must be written. It can't be just 
rhetorical; it should include the policies that are going to 
direct the work of the ii. 

5. There are probably some pieces of work, such as the examples 
we have been giving about training (including Vigoda and maybe 
the demonstration schools, or demonstration teachers) which 
should be undertaken before the ii is established, for at least 2 
reasons: 

1. It would be a way of alleviating the skepticism of 
certain members of the Commission and certain people in the 
field; 

2. It would be a big headstart in the work of the ii in 
creating demonstration sites later. 

6. We probably have several other pieces of "research" that 
have to be undertaken, such as starting a team under someone like 
Gail Dorf that would look at the supplementary school and give us 
the score on it: the good things, here the things that could be 
replicated, the first definition of what a successful 
supplementary school could be like. A similar piece might be done 
on the day school and one or two other such areas. All together, 
there may be 5 or 6 such pieces of work and maybe some other 
pieces of research that should be undertaken. 

This is the package that I want to present to Mort Mandel. 

1 
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r,,e:i ng 1"'>: pr·t=!"'-•:.ed; 

C .t Tf"t1;.~ 
,·:,-f t t")f-f i ;· 

~r er t;;.cfr·, r1f:, .1 

J ;-, i n t' t,,Jllr fs 

;:ind t 0;1w11.1!'i 1 t y 

,:,.;: ~-hi':c c..t·'<g~Cj.•~ht:> Cc,r~r-« ~:-'i"L<:•n ..::.L.F1·:~~.,J~ n tc, 
t·•t 11•1f,!i:>.m.;:,nt-':lll01 s. ~ J ~ •~iM)t"l::. :·· ; · ,:'ll:1nn ,Y•ni "'t~•-
1. ni:.:i:=ir1 r t:,.>'\:e"°' .i 1:~cJ -~ t •c:.£•r· '. , . ,1.1,=. 1 il.t""s-·1- .; 1 ,, '""· .,,.,.,., ... ... , .,., .. • -1"'!"'=:f:le""""~~~ 
pr-·r1c .. 't':'-=:. nf i,1~h'••«1.-:,,1·l: -c•i.\tl Hllii t·his. .,::,1,c\t'keo twc, ib,niJ"'.: 

t.. .it !J!':l'•jf~ r· < .~.f? -t,. ·/ r; .. _, <-l,v i-h ?":iti"r dt,('llff<f'•t'i-t 

i. f':::.t· 1"1.<1t18-l'st·. ,,li \ t·y i ,)t' , iflf)l •'-'li1i:'-'li't ,Ji .ion.'' 

·?. h ct.,·,, ·:•;;·Inn t•Jd""- tE<kP1i 11n1 ln J.•r <·fS,l:?fi'• ·~ ,. L, 

cnm1ui•-,~-;.i,1,H-•f·s,. o() ,J11ne t41·h, Tht> 
1.er L . • J, Ii, e,, ":i ii ·l'!-,1_=:,; dr ,?l·f t . ~ /4 11 ,-~~;;;;;;;21=':q:':i:t npui:, 'i nr j ud~ 
·'•h, <: .-Y~,.~~, '· .,, .. 1· . -. "t ri ' 1· . ·j · , i I l. . 1. •· , u 1. .,., . t , ., ,. t 1.> , 1 ., •;; vJ•:? •. , Hi<f'-,~ 1 < 1t1<-•r 1 •~. i' F.'<"~1 y, H) ~ "\:-':- , f•\ u,r,Hn. 

ti"IP 

"{-'<r, 

f 1)1 

'•H: tP 1 !:'- •::ti-)!J,:' {~nr;r.;·\· tF> '"·' 1a1n.,_,,r- i Z t'-"cl U·,1~: 
the f, ,n.-- t 'i on~ of 

rlr~d't don1me·nt ,.·,r,d r!r,,sr-r·,r,r:,rl 
5

. 
fr_,. ~ r,pi r~ment<:.<ti r_,;) ;, ,_ i. ). M=--A i\,":P--):5> \Qi\ 

·z:J,:±' §:..:~~- :i·'=·· -~-ci'•=~E::="*-,:?,ii.::...r-...:',.:..· p;' ·+·---4-;;:.i,::..t.U4=--f.!..,.;:..L~~-i:' :d' ? A ~

0v r~r1f·i t~:-t t ::: . L°::, iJr (~-'Sf.--•r • I· .::1 t :!. ~- cfi ~V\d 
~ e?'" l· Ii P Ii r- -,\ f l. ~ ~ n ii 1i l·1i:
l'Ji t? J L•r· thPm~-«:c .• 

j w.r , cnnc:1-:!n1:r,"l.t' itj ui) 

i • Ci :'Ir ·l ·f ·, c .::-,t ;I 1_,n < .,n t !·w, n E1tvr <.:, < ,f :i ri ",;-t r · urn~:nt ,:1 'i.:, t y ar,d ·f 1.1n, i• 1 nr·,·;::. 
en ti;,., i.,. 

f! .1 ~.ru;.;• . .-,1 n11. 



OS~/, D'fC$eV\ -\/ 
f·l;~ny cd ·t ~ '/ ~ r,r·i:-,<= '.~·'·':rl F n>, r1nd Hnc h •.:,.1 e-:L n ·for· (Jr+.'? r.i·'. ("r· 11 , \ 

rir,r\·fr.,,:1l1on nn thp nc,.t11.f1~ ,:-1'11] t,-'\~;k of ,nstTlti11ent21l•tv, c,:,'":W A~• W\4,~ 
o\o-sic,.;S'N, t c_.r r-4+~;, mn, .. e tt;.,~n llit0'r r-~ "mc,r,i l.rw·:i.?1Q" i11w11-?v"'" , fl'n .. , tr.,'. rJ•:c•11N,q 1· 

1 "+ 4 t?' "'"'· t 1 t l h'? •?n ·! , r· i:-> 1-onr •~Ii r ,. nn w,'-1 •:,. ~) o'l. c 1 t:-:~iM : o ,c.c-.int) m,.:.mhP1·· 9. iJl~ 

·the ·f ur--um, 

J ri1 S !. i j)P ,,·f i. r"irji d r " y ·t iiP11 ·f.·nC:t!''·<---Ll C:•n c;.p,,,r_ :i ·f ·i ,. ·f tn')C"t •i. 1,n~ .- t 
1s. the pr·E•r,-;,P. rt_,\,::.? cd th& Bo.,,;t"i:l~ \ ) ,;p;,;. ,it: hr.1v1,~ 1·lH;, ,i1;~r11Je:1t·;.., tu rl'?-
f?vai.u.:~tr-, r-:ir,r.l 1•c1s.,;;.·1nity dr-•c:lrlf:i ;:,gc11nsl· clE"•fi·on•-.tr-;;itinn CE•nt(:,r··~" :' ~ • ..,:· 
e1 · @1:;-:i: 57, F•.tt~:hf-~rmor,~ 1 i-'t t ·he·,~-.,s vi~.-, f-H.i~·-ilP1i i·ri;:.t_ SC<ii'I<:? f1.1ncl·1,,nc:. 
··fr.tC.1::1 ·in;f wh:]jc.l· n-'·r,pl'•.:C. "·l';;,1 ,e n1•t," \<Cl:--'--:itdy pr-c,dur.Jng rl di?C{!'"'PP 
o'f c:or;fuslt:in. Tt ~""'s suggesi.e,i t:h,.d: t'll1 1'•.1nct-)011F,. in th;-.? ,.n~-...-, 
•:;t c:d f ~,-,. 1 1 fli."1VP tn :,KW k -~ ver·y r i n~e i y j i, r,r·cJf.~r· to i'IVO:i rl 

.:-,~ ,:i{.,-br1tt-? 1,ude. purict·uatf?d bv q1 .. 1,-:;ist '\ ons ("Ir, th•'? n.~1.t,.,rf? of t!1,? 
,::peci ·f·i1- (;n·.iJt?( t trit<t -~t-lP { i ~·di. i endor-s.P ;;<nd tr,r,,n.-:: !.=;t:-~€-ff:~=- tc, i:ie 

di ·f "f i:_;,rf.'•n,P.s nf c,p :l • d , ,,·, on tt d i-=., Ci. f: .~r· i y n·,fr :l. , nt'.\<::. not yf..:-t 
i:'1".:,•.7.1\111<-'?<i ih:.c. fiP~i fotu, ;:m1j UH,:r12 ,C\1·-f! (iiff~i,·- ent 1,1niJei~,- i)f?in1J 
co, i <:-, 1 rl •-':r · li~<~. A <JC.iL•d clt.'?E• l o·f ·i. j mF:• ~,J"' ~-- ~'-1.,i:-nt c<1·• t.i ,i:.- 1; ht, 11· e u·f the 
t-iDr-1: of tr,i? coi·-e ·,;taff dlhi 1-h.x·~i~,tP.·in ' ~, rP.;,.,ponsf::- follol-'~f,,. 1n 
gr e=1t i,:>r- <Jet 2d. ~ , 

...,.-("' 

l ne r:entr .=.tt pr-·,nr.:ip}tc><:. ;:1r·A thC<"'-ti c,f ''fc,n: i:-; 1Ttc:<1iB1Jf?llit-:':rd:" --- €! ty1::.,("' 
;yf ,::.. on t;··· n 1 ~-i~) i i: l', con"'.~ ,:;l.n t l y ri1or r.i. tot· '=· ",,..J!"1 at ~"or ks." .41:n i,1U3 p t !:,. 
;'1trcw1)1f)!]iy Tr,;<:, \':c- ,-:1U<JHlP1"d. 121! i')y ;'I "·ft=.~edh.-=.1r· k iuc:,p" whit.II i 1" ri 

,n,c:>r-J,~n.1.":-ii) i:\l}1wn.n1J ·fnr <'I very cl•."J:=->:t fr_"lr,,, c<'f mon,tori.119, Thi=•s,=: 
1:ir·1.nr•ipi•---:.,. c=,rP bt.:•i.ntJ dBveioppd ir, i:1.ght o-f !he 1: urrent rl',c-d.lt:•flQe."C: 
~.n 1m1"i•'-J1n,,::n1·.,d·i.nn 1 n.-11ii..,_ly t:.li•~ q,1p b~twe.:y,, 1CKY. e1tlii ~,,:t•ion, Tht-~n? 
ts c1 iid;,,,-c.·11irJ rn~rr1.-1rnc:;.11, wti•lc.:h .. ri}.i 1<ti! ;;d·.,ic-=> ·to :;<'1-:,<:i, un wtr;,d :is 
r--ea i i y ''•;JE"~- t, n•J ,J,::,n,.,~. " T~!f:'," ef ,Jr· P 1 tt1P ,:;hi:I i i entJ& :i. n t pr·m•:,. of 
fil~•.1'1. t'ilJ tht.- C:r,m<ui ,:,.~.-, r,r, ord ·lone:. r p;~i C:«tn(-:"'·, ·in ·\·lie !:'-fH:c.pe IYf ~ 

., 
' . 

to 



•fl£-' 1.;1ri;~.1c,gi' c,f ·trq.:., h1_1ii_c!jn(j t.d f:\ proro-rypf~ ~~:itrdn ;;nr.J•.i•-.tr'/ mioht 
l)e t,,0,ipf1,,1i tu dl'•p>c.t i·h,~ f.'il'"i)i:e~:;b fff ,nc,vi11i,J ·tro,11 r<-=.:c•.)ff111)<''nn.-:d i,:.1n t0 

e,c·i.· c,n, t•·H"· 1,;er·f-1;-.n1 ':.'ii< :\ o:, r p·fer·r ed ·!·o A•, thF: ".i n..,_t,·umPr,i:r."<l t·!·v ·fc:<i·· 

1mp.1emc;,,n1',;.t.inn'' cJ.!'10 Hocl1s.i:e.1r·1 tlif~o i,,,,.1 c-.1.d· the furi,.::l:'i.i:)i.,'-: r,f t:ilf? 
core ,;tH·ff Ee'-.:- ,_,rf-?~:-er,1".ecl :1n ·the Mr.<.rcli .'25-tri tlr,-:.-tft. 

Tl,p i:hi--.1•:~·l! o·f n11 ·::. p,~rl of l·l,f? t r,n•.=:,ult,)! i.o,, c<,?1·,1:er·p,j aroL1nn UH? 
."la1·1guE:11Je And r,rr:-1ct:it:f.:- n·f :i,-,·f •:"!tvPrd·i.1,n. Jn th!:.> liJO~::t pr,,,·t·:i.tc:•1 
c.;,:.?n•:,::,;:::. 1 Fo~: an<J H,:H.:hstein 111e;··•=- urged to c::ons. idr-"r v,,,,ry ,-;,)rf~fuily 
wi•1c, ·t.rH:' "cr;,rri11H ,: i; t y ;i r, h?r"f ;:_,, e" ·f 1.1nt t ·i on .:.;.nou i cl r.< ppr· C<c<C:. r, f i. r- st 
1-,itl-iin •0,r,y i_:)\Vf'lf) ('()!J'l(i'<Ll,n'\ty. Tt 1:·, \/1';:'l~y ('C)ff,f_)je~; di1d dync1.mii~ ,,11,,j 
v~rJ.pc,. 1,11g+c•jy ·frnn, •:-ttc-1-.i.no to ,;::.t~tt·i1·i9. Fnr·thPrm(jrP., uec,;,u<.:-P of 
the ti.:!f'HJer~. t'''f tor,/,lown. In ol·h~r wcwd~ 1 ccin thi'~ iI '"'ni)i:MJ<"? tll•-3' 
commun1ty 1r, a ~lnrl 81 ~ciutativP prucess where tne id~~~ Are 
wor~~d on tnge+her f~irly early on. 

F1J>• ;:'<nd "iOch•,:l: i=:-i n ·t·hn:it.u_yiout tne iit"t•<:1te C'CilTf :i r 11,Pcl thP !:-.·t"l"l''=-i -t' ·i v·1. t.y 
of th<'-?' is;suf.-". Fo~: c:'tiiud<::-1j to the :t.:'lCf: o,' consp11 1:-,us. v,'i thin 1·:,1:7 

c·omrr,:iss'lnn nn ·tr,,::. •' i:irr-,.1: t.ir·rJer!;; .• n IP cd·r.er .,,,nnj<=:., ·11'-ier-+;; ,9r·i:~ .:;.nmP. 
1A1t10 say you nei-2,i to PfHJ.3.()i::~ the i'<~:r1eti.<i-il":in~,- .imrnRiho~tP-iy; ott·1P.r!', 
wt,,_, liir.11.nt'r.dn ln;21-l- ·!l'if'-- iommi.11·dty nPerl"· to "iJP1' tiiejr· ;-~c·t· ·lngel·t-i1:Jr'' 
f:1.1-·s.t~ 1,1l·hs•r·':-: r.;.t·i1l i:=-Lt9tJ~!:,.t~<i 1·, ;,,tJit1i'in9 •·iith -::J;;,:;:,e 1:U:it;i,::; t~ho 
alrF::·f1rly r,,,.vf"• i:.r;n111ii•.:,c.·tc)nf_.:. rd' 1-,dt.tt.£d·iun. In ",-hc,r-l-

1 
thi:__;r·e Ar·e ,c; 

n1.1r,1t:,E;>r of conc<?.pt11_·;nc. ,-,rlij UH.':' pr·nb"t<?,11 ,nusl; bF? ;-21y,.:..·f• . .1:i.ly 
r·f.:·<:-:f:i:tn::n,:,li ,·"<•,, ·!·c.i -th~:: ndt,irP. ,~ •,,J ;; 1;t:;:,r,'<,.t.i_r·ri c,f ti·1e v,q·;luu,-.; !·:-i·.c:d,e
!101 fl Pf e .• 

In tet"·cr,c. c,·f e };::,r.gu«gP nf dii:=cotn·se, .it •~1,'-\•~ "-;urJ<Je"".tPrl ·l:h,~l· .i-l
is.n 'i. <"l il>',<:<yF .. c;J1=>,-=ir i,1hal.: 1 .;:,niJuagP. of .\.nte1•"vi-?n·l·.1nn ~-h\-? i.\ ·,s. ,,1,;,r~g 
':tflCJ r-;oi,,, ;,1rF.; ':C:.'.X p1:.,,opi"" tc• trit? i i,ngu,~t]~::- . in ntr1nr· v1nr·d!':., th,:~ -i ·.1 

muc.t ~11-t·i,:1.112<te it,-::,etf c.te,::u•'ly, <-:".:!.tSe ,1: t.-n ii 1Je fi•·1c.~-~-1n<1P1;:.tc:nd 
per c,:,:,·i vc-d r<f c\S. i:":1 ·f1;;>df-:r ;=-d;:·, on ·fen· h',:;.:1mr,d e. 

pr-,,rh~ps th.t!':- la,iq1.1,~g"? r:21r, iH:~ l12ff:fi1ei-eo out to,)etl"lt.:;,r w; th ,;i 

comrnurd.·t-y anrl otl"ier- 111nclf."} 1:::. o·f intpr·ff1t:!d.lL-:1ry ur·i:;i<=<ni,:€<ti.ons i,J€'~1•·!i-
suagested such a~ Project Renewal . Cle0rly, these issues 0re 
comp!e>: ,·c1ncl rr,.;.ny u·t ·U-,t',m ~~ill only t:,r;:,c:()trs1?. ,-·1P.r=.r·r-tt" :;n ·/he prc;i;e~-S--

3. The neutrality of the 11: 

Duri.n,:;i Hochste1n's p1-~er,;,,,,,)t.:-.t:i,jn of the inc~tr,_,mi=:-nt,,."tity, •slH':' 
e1i'Pnae:".t1:ed ·t·r,c:1t i::t r~r"ttc::i aJ 1:;r :s.nr:ip l e r:,·f tt-,f.i ff1<?cl~,t:\r,-t,~rn vJC:«t.1l<j t;sr?. :l t~:. 
nPutraiity . Several people were concerned that thA 11 wili not be 
c1biE! to mcdnt;~·,n -n-,t~,_; n1.,:,ut.r-·.:-llHy, ,;1nd i-f notrd.ng else, w:lU. oe 
perce1v~d nf as prejun1ced. The dynam,rs of instrum8ntalitie9 
!iKe tne ii is tn~t they lend themsRlves to prejudice And that 
mu~.t IJt? consi (iere{i c,::Wt:.~f u ·l i. y. 

An ,:;1ddit:i.ona1 problem ynJ.i bP lhP rlt~r·,omin€d:·ic.,,-·1i..il •fr.ir·tor!'>. Ho~•>. 
doee the , l con"-'.\ n er t tH·~ ci 1 ff eren t d1:~P nn'I i 11 ,.~t j on s•-:; Hov, ;i c:,c2s. i t 

l:?VELI.Ui.:<tP- vr,~ryififJ tJpnc,1n.in~tic:,n;."'tt !:'.E-L•CC:f:?SS? Hc,it/ :lS, that (JC<1"1E- E-C:i ,'::'<S, 

not to j,?c1p,:;i , ·fiL"e np1_\1J·;.d_.,t.y? ,~il thEi~;e wE:•re qustinns. tl"H;? fon.t11t 
r·€11 !:,eel. 



,-:e•.l'l:r4·t i- h,:,trai::t-.er-1.s·l:.i.c LS. nnt in quc,:,si-\or', tr11s. Oi)v,nu~Hy 

f~>.t"?fid•::: to th£:; :i·1 not b€:::i1ig ic1iiOi•Jl?Cl to i;,.p!n prC<jE?Ct.=:- off :d.e- C"•1rr 
i~i:?1·•<=:-i::innei. .:;pcr.,nd 1 th~ i. i i. ~=- nol ~n arb·t t1-~;:,_t.or of succE·S~, 1 l·Jut 
r-::1tner- •i.t rJem,1n<1s -t't'l..::\1. E.-B;:t, rJenrJ11r·iord•it'lf1 nr·jn<Js ·!r,1;~.ir ot,lf'I l~-,suP 
up f~-on1: the- ii will not cn;;.ngf? tl1ei,-~ c:o,1;·ep·l:i.oos of 1;thc1.t they 
env1s~ge a~ surc~ss. 

Tnt,'? 
t1·1e 

cr--ur: ·i e,i ·i ~::;.e.•1P :is U·i1? r·.=~;~i i:z,":<t·i un tnat we .,.nn~,, 
df->Vt~-Luf)(i)f:'l)t; (Jf H1•~tit1ti 'i,){');1, to t.11-idp~-- 0,.t~11)(j that 

en,··,1.,1;;,1i•, r.etic11.d: 
21t a cer 't:;.;1 i 1) 

PD.tnt tr1i=> :\,r,~~t:i.htt'ion r.H:::rc,niP!is- c~ sl:c:1 1, p-·r1nitlPr; ;_,n .. ,c:I e,.2·fegu,;,r ·cl~- llil.\!'-.:!· 

t::)F• t:1tJjit· t-n fjp·f'<"fhl Hl~• .d:t2titty. Fn~: u)t->tit.iOfH:'•(i ti,,,,. bui.ldin<,:i C)'f a 
XlV as i,H·, ·imr•<•r·t;:,n-t c.,,=,._ff'.:'!JUi:l;·rl i-il~- we} i ;-:,•-. n s·t·r n,,g ,,t.ricl pc,1,Jf:.-t · ful 

XY.7 .• CjP,,,rly 1 iher·r-? 1,dli be no fi':"?l1v;0;,;-~y of c.:-.~r-vi.•·E?,..., 211Hj r"1D 

tBtt,:Jng <·;vr:1r· ref ·f1..,r,ct'<1:·,n,, wl,ich F<t·e not w1thi1, tnR ·:OC>'.~ 

TIV:o>n,: w,?ci.~- :"i)r 1,~h ci i c.;G u sr-. ion Oi'J th,:~ .t nit:\ o:•. l ,.,' .i s.I on.,o,;· y f ;.1 r -·,·· E'c,c-h, ,,g 
,·;ature c,·f th~- f"'1.··,11,.,,·,.::.':;;un .. fi(1mp 1.,frop1~-~ :in th.-:-:- ft .. ,n,m ~•JEY-E- rr::inrenH::•d 
i . h A. t 1·. h,,~ ,: 0111,,n t"-~- i o, H-"'t 0,. in i. 1· :i ~ :i h1· i r,:,f w .. 0.,,. 1 ;o·i: ,:1 iJ,=nor ,-1j:st'l i. c cut 1 
t.<ut r-·c,thr:tt A cfr',,tfl'lc<i.i<. n;:1Licn1,,.J'idP :i.ff1:i.pact. Cw,r: F nne v:i&t,J,£. tr1e jc,b 
.-yf 't:ilf? CrJ<J1mi. f:';'."-) nn in IJ<?•·:.g1'·c.1f)h·i ,:,:11, .i iJ• ;>iJ, ·."'.ed h, .. r-ii'r·;. 1 ,,n,,~ ·l or;,<2~ 
ocd. h ·u--,e- n·iyri,:o,r-- il'?•..'F.' tr,·lnk ·ing r.1!'-, wt::•ii A<c. +r,e n;.d -cin,-ddF· v·i!=.;cc1-,. 

"(hi.:: r11rf:'VOkPO :T••.wh deb..;ch~ c.;cn tht~ n,,hwe- )f 1:hf:, opl· i i."Jil~·;. and l:h•:> 
fil()L~:t f:'·f f t:'"?1; ·t- :i ·ve "',!a y' ·? i • ·\ 1 t,p J f~·(i1<-:--nt .. ~, ifltF: fftPf't)h.:.?r c.. Ci'f l irJ(".# f f)t''" t err: 

t-•nco,.u·cHJPci ·U;e Commi•:::.::: .. i.on t,) :,,ni.i:!nl:"r··"='tr~ .ini1· iai.iy on 
ler-r•itnri•:.;~,-, ntri,:.rwi•::;e -!'hf" ,ndi,,tc11.1.;:1i. pr~?·fer ·Pn c<-'-'•; uf 
,_f.)f1)r,)l ,::;'-".1 Olii-:•;·· ~,- v-,i 1 l j.:1.111 i'l1il)1J~ '.n tr)<) m,-:1.ny W,1','~-. i1tt"«,:•t· c,. rw1i.nb:.1n 
out tt·,;:.t erJ: 1C,':\Ut;i11 r:c:,r,··t -l~,k,=. pii:,cc~ 1,2.t.i.:::,1,;..]jy, c,niy inc ,.,diy, y1:.>t 
on•~ 1H~,ed •;. ,'I X X X p <"11' t. 1I <"Jr" ,:,fl i p • f• i ui 2. 1 1 ,'. en s i. 1 12 L•1 'i J 1 , h y 
def n:i·!·it«·i.

1 
:i.i<vc,J.vA nA·l•:iunal 1i:i ·f·f11•:-ic,n •. , ·f !-:'·f·fi--ct. :i ve::,, tnp :i·i. 

t,,;Oulo 'r1r.:>n1:'i fv th,? 1·1 •. trr·1::•ni: l1i-'•~ t: pt ,·4t_t-,c:e .\I) , j~\-'11 ,c,h f->il,1,: :,-~t l f)f) i-'ll'ifi 
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TO~ Art Naparstek 

FROM: Joe Reimer 

RE: Commissioning Papers 

TEL NO: 

April 28, 1989 

IU47 P05 

1 

I am sitting with the following documents before me: my memos of 
March land March 29 Mnd April 13 (addressed to Annette)~ your 
outlinra for fin~l report (March lOi ~nd Henry"s memo (jus t 
received>. As reque$ted 1 I am trying to make order out of these 
disparate elements. · 

1 . Our objective is to work tow~rds ~ final report in a year 
1,<)hich will hiohlil'.lht l• .. u:> ................ bl:i."'9 o,--l<i1atni.> or ....... ,..,,.,,.\11.Ll.y " c:\IIU 

"personnel" asa the focus of the Commi~sion's response to the 
challeng~ of effecting across-the-board change in Jewish 
education to help that field become a more effective instrument 
for sustained and creative Jewish continuity. We now assume the 
r :u= .u,____;. =-b,...,P.i :,,n r o,- i ,nt-ik-111\..:1, 1. .l ;,g comm1 ss1 on pol i c.y a.nd 
resolve. 

2 . we•ve decided while it is premature to begin writing the 
Final Report, we need a rolling outl ine. Out of that outline we 
are prepared to commi5~ion papers to serve a~ b~ckground to the 
Final Report. We n~ed to decide by June which papers to 

· commi ssion and from whom. We have an emerging consensus . Let me 
comment again on each of the~9 pr~pos ed papers. 

a.) ''Jewish cqntinqity at risk," We need not only a treatment of 
the sociological data on Jewish continuity, but else an anaiysis 
- both empirical and conceptual - of the rel~tionahip betwean 
"receiving a q1.1al i ty Jewi !r>h edt.1c:c1.ti on" and 11 1:ommi tment to Jewish 
continuity. 11 Data are available and candidates here do e>dst. 

b) "The St§te of the Fittld. ". We have two differ ent conc:eptions 
of this paper. One is a more qualitative~ descriptive 
presentation: an overview and glimpses ~t the field - its peaks 
and its problems and ~n an~lysis of why it is at its current 
s t able state~ what are the main opportunities and what are the 
toughest chal 1 enges t.o overcome (p ointing to "per·sonnel '' and 
"commLtnity. ") The other viei-1 is more q1.1antitative: what do we 
know, what do we need to know to get a fullsr pitture, how can we 
get th~t information? We may need two treatments. 

c> Best...J2.r_fil;Jice5 . Some edu~ators on the Commission believe 
this is the most important paper . It 's never been done . The 
field needs it for both guidance and morale-boosting. It ' s~ 
major piece of work. Will it focus primarily on personnel and 
community (as opposed to "be !3t day ~choo l<S in 9,.miir.s.l.")'1) Will 
there be nominations and selection process to assure fair~ess (if 
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"best" is taken lite:rD.lly ) ' Will then~ be a team of judges'? 
This could be explosive and' requires careful thought. What do we 
mecln by "best" here? 

d ) Personnel. In Option paper #20 on personnel we find a list 
of desired outcomes. They are e clear statement of what is 
involved in personnel. Each outcome could be a paper or sub
paper : tc e xplore what would be involved i n realiii ng thes~ 
outcomes . I believe t.heae P"-'Pers are c:n .. 1ci c?ll bec:aL1se they can 
focus efforts in this key area. 

e) !,;.ornmunity. Henry lists this separc1t ely fi--om the review of 
nine c omprehensive studies . One suggest i on , however, is that a 
c a reful review of the nine might be a clear and workable way to 
further el~borate the option p~per of community. 

f) Vision Bnd IJE. We've said ~ll along - Seymour and Annette 
will wor k on each of thee~. The IJE concept is emerging. 

g) Jnstit~ttiQDal analysis. This paper does not make it onto 
Henry's list and may b e folded in with "sti:1te o f the field . 11 l 
still think it an import~nt o n e <see my April 13 > as a complement 
t o p a pers on community and personnel . Th4s paper answers the 
questions= which are the key institutions that have to be 
involved in order to bring about cha nge in Jewish education and 
how do hi$t ory and regional differences play their roles in 
making complex the picture of change. Analysts like Walter 

. Ackerman, Susan Shevitz, Alvin Schi ff and Jon Woocher would be 
very helpful here. 



F A C S I M I L E T R A N S M I S S I O N 

NATIV CONSULTANTS - JERUSALEM, ISRAEL 
Fax : 972 - 2- 699- 951 

To: Art Naparstek 

From: S.Fox; A.Hochstein 

Date: April 28, 1989 

Pages: 2 

Dear Art , 

We received your fax . this morning and have not yet had the time 
to study it carefully. 

Please hold any further dealing with the denominations including 
call to Sara Lee. We agreed on a policy for the denominations, 
that recognised the problem with Begot and others. This policy 
included NO CONTACT until MLM met with Gottshalk, Lamm, and 
Schorsch - together with Jon Woocher. 

In our opinion any further action, until MLM carries out these 
meetings will only exacerbate this problem. 

Regards, 

1 
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MEMO TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Seymour Fox, Annette Hochstein, Josoph Reimer 

Arthur J. N~p~rstak 

April 27, 1989 

PAGE.02 
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I am faxins a draft of a general purpose brochure that we ha~e put 
together. I would appreciate any comments as quickly as possible , Please 
note that the brochure would be for mass distribution and not focused with 
any particular group. 

I am also faxing Paula Berman Cohen's strategy for printed media, Any 
-thoughts you have on this would also be appreciated. 

At my and David Ariel's advice , Paula identified publications which are 
published by the denominat ions , On April 17 ahe contacted UAHC and asked 
to speak with the publication or publio relations office in search of the 
magazine Reform Judaism. Her call was direct ed to Rabbi Bogot . 

As in all her calls to organi zations which pr oduce publ ications, she 
identified herself i n relation t o being a consul tant with the Commission. 
Bogot answered her questions regar ding publication -in Reform Judaism . 

Quite unsolicited, Rabbi Bogot used the opportunity to express his 
feeling& toward the Commissi on. Paula shared these with me and I would 
like to pass them on to you. Bogot stat ed that he has negat ive and 
distressful feelings about the Commi ssion. He feels that , according to 
Paula, Reform leadership are not represented, He went on to indicate th~t 
the chair and co-chair of the movement that are responsibl e for long-range 
planning and policy development are not part of this Commission. He also 
indicated that advisory educational boards should be involved . I will be 
calling Sara Lee to ask her about it on Friday. But, in any event, it ' s 
clear that we need to move to deal with the denominational issues related 
to the Reform movement. 
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F A C S I M I L E T R A N S M I S S I O N 

NATIV CONSULTANTS - JERUSALEM, ISRAEL 

Fax : 972-2-699- 951 

To : Art Naparstek & Virginia Levi 

From: Seymour Fox, Annette Hochstein 

Date: April 21, 1989 

Pages: 1 

We have received your documents of April 19 . 
Has the letter to the Commissioners been mailed? If it is has not 
we believe it is most important for us to speak. We would like 
to offer input on content as well as some minor corrections . 
Please call as soon as possible. 

1 

• 
./ 
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• ASSIGNM£NTS 
I • ACTIVE PROJECTS FUNCTION 
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• 0 RAW MATERIAL 

• FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE SUBJECT/OBJECTIVE 
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nttO,iR. MIW!,-n-Ulllll.&A 
., 

ORJGINATOR DATE 1,, / 
,11.'T 

NO. OESCRWTION 
ASSIGNCO DATE 

~ TO ASSIGN(O DUEOA 
(INITIAl$) STAAT(O 

1. Prepare proposal for 111Ple~entation TP SF 2/ 9/ 89 >/22/ 8 

mechanism (IJE) , AH 

2. Convene meeting -of KU( with Twer,ky, SP 
~ 

AJN 2/9/89 TBD 

Lipset. heads of 4 seminaries. SF or AH. SF 
, 

3. Redraft options papers on personnel and SP SF 2/9/ 89 )/ 22/ 8 

community in light of implementat ion AH 

proposals and out line of f i nal report. HLZ 

4. Prepare outline f or a vision paper . 
(Part of IJE mission s tatement) 

SP SF 2/ 9/ 89 5/22/ 8 

( s. Contact assigned coinmis s ioner s individually Sr. 3/ 30/89 5/5/ 8 

prior to June 14 meeting. Policy 
Adviso1s 

SF Commissioners : 
Charle~ Bronfman 
Lester Crown 
Charles Ratner 
Alfred Gottschalk 
Robert Hiller 
David Hirschhorn 
Seymour Martin Lipset 
Isadore Twersky 

.. 
-

Sara Lee 

6. Develop a draft talk sheet to include list SF 3/29/ 89 4/14/8 

of items to discuss, not to discuss, and AH 

potential risks. 

7. Develop an interview design. AJN 4/4/89 4/20/ 8 
JR 
SF 
AH 

8. Prepare background papers for 6/14 meeti~g. SF 4/7/89 5/22/ 
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ORIGINATOR OATE 4 11 ,1 rn 

HO, OESCAIPTIOH 
ASSIGNED (MT£ 

NIOl¥TY TO ASSQfEO OU£DAT£ 
(1N1'1ALS) STAATU> 

1. Prepare proposal for 1Japlcmontat1on 'IP SF 2/9/89 1/22/89 

:mechanism (IJE) . Mi . 

2, Redraft options papers on per&onnel and SP SF 2/9/89 /22/89 

community in light of implementat ion AH 
proposals and outline of f inal r•port. HLZ 

' 

3. Contact as&igned comissioners individually Sr. 3/30/89 5/5/89 
prior to June 14 meeting, Policy 

Advbol ~ 
AH Collllliasionera: 

( Ludwig Jesselson 
Morton Mandel 
Florene• Melton 
Ea.ther ~•h lit~ 
Norman Lamm 
Ismar s~horsch 

4 . Develop a draft talk sheet to incl~ lbt . SF 3/29/ 89 ~/14/89 

of items to discuss. not to discuss , and AH 

potential risk.a . .. 
-

5. Develop an interview de,ign. AJN 4/4/69 4/20/89 
JR 
SF 
AH 

6. Prepare background papers for 6/14 meeting, SF 4/7/69 5/22/89 
AH 

' 



Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants 
Jerusalem, Israel 

• 1l)~n, nl')'i~~ ~'SVl' -~'n3 
Q)!,\!.11,, 

Tel.: 972-2-662 296; 699 951 
Fax: 972-2-699 951 FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 

TO: 

FROM: 

ART NAPARSTEK 

SEYMOUR FOX 

DATE: APRIL 18 , 1989 

NO. PAGES: 4 

FAX NUMBER: 001-216- 391- 8327 

Attached is our draft of the letter t o the 
commissioners. 

I look forward to speaking with you tonight. I 
understand that you will be calling at 5 : 00 p. rn. 
your time. I will be at home (tel. 662452). 

• 



letter/5MN-W - .) \ 
Dear Commissioner, 

Since our last meeting of the Commission on Jewish 
Education in North America on December 13, our staff has 
been hard at work. Through conversations and 
correspondence with you the Commissioners, and in 
consultations with experts in the field and with the 
senior policy advisors, the staff has been developing 
the ideas and suggestions that emerged from that 
meeting . I would like to share with you my understanding 
of how our work is evolving. 

At our last meeting we considered the list of 27 options 
which reflected the interests and concerns of the 
Commissioners -- any one of which could have served as 
the basis for the Commission's agenda. We recognized 
that the options could be usefully divided into two 
large categories: enabling options and programmatic 
options. We decided to focus our initial efforts on two 
of the enabling options: l} the shortage of qualified 
personnel for Jewish education, and 2) the community -
its structure, leadership and funding as keys to across
the-board improvements in Jewish education . At the same 
time, commissioners urged that we not overlook the 
various important programmatic areas such as early 
childhood, day schools, suppl ementary schools , college 
age, informal education, the I srael Experience, etc . 

As the staff began its work, it became clear that the 
personnel and community options would have to be dealt 
with in as comprehensive a manner as possible. In the 
area of personnel, a cornprehensi ve strategy would 
involve recruitment, training, retention and profession
building. For the community, i t would involve 
recruiting outstanding leadership, changing the climate 
and generating significant additional funding. While the 
importance of these two areas to the improvement of 
Jewish education has long been recognized, previous 
attempts to address them have not been comprehensive 
enough to be effective . There have been efforts, for 
example , to improve teacher's salaries and recruitment 
programs, but we did not find a single approach that 
dealt simultaneously with all of the elements. 
Furthermore, the inter-relation of these two areas 
became increasingly obvious: qualified and dedicated 
personnel would probably affect the attitude of 
community leaders, but such personnel is only likely to 
be attracted to the field if the c limate of the 
community is improved. 

1 



We realized that undertaking the enabling options will 
require us to enter the programmatic areas, as personnel 
will have to be recruited and trained for particular 
assignments such as early childhood education, 
supplementary schools and community centers, and 
community climate can only be changed through concrete 
programs. 

The staff discovered that although the Commission's goal 
is to affect change across - the - board it would be 
overwhelming to attempt change on a national level due 
to the vastness and complexity of the Jewish educational 
universe . Education takes place on a local level and it 
would be difficult to begin anywhere but there. Experts 
reminded us that there are many advantages to building 
programs from the bottom up, where the local community 
plays a major role in initiating an idea and is a full 
partner in its implementation. In addition to 
establishing ownership, local initiatives have the 
following advantages: 

1 . An undertaking of a limited scope is more 
manageable and can be done more comprehensively than a 
national project. The community can provide the energy 
and human resources needed for it. 

2. The tangible and visible results of a loca 1 
undertaking would hopeful ly generate interest among 
other communities to emulate the approach, and would 
likely lead to a national debate on the important issues 
of Jewish education. 

3. A local project, handled in a hands-on manner, would 
permit constant fine-tuning and improvement. 

4 . By implementing several ideas and programs in one 
site , they can have a far more significant impact than 
when they are isolated. We have seen repeatedly that 
there are many good ideas being implemented across the 
country, but their effect has not achieved maximum 
potential. If they were brought together, their impact 
would be compounded. It would also be felt more 
quickly . 

5 . In each local situation, ideas that are guided by a 
vision of excellence in Jewish education can be 
experimented with. 

At the same time, however, we have come to respect the 
contribution that can be made through the broad and 
sustained efforts of experts working from the top down. 
Throughout our process, the staff has emphasized that 
working on the local scene will require the leadership 
and assistance of the nati onal organizations and 
training institutions. Any attempt to demonstrate 

2 



impact on a local level will not reach its full 
potential unless supported by the expertise found in the 
national organizations and institutions. What we are 
searching for is a way to combine two approaches which 
are often treated separately , sometimes even as mutually 
exclusive. Our challenge is to work simultaneously on 
the local level from the bottom up and to find a way for 
the national organizations to make their contribution to 
to local experiments through an approach sometimes 
referred to as from the top down. 

As we consider these multiple and complex issues, many 
questions emerge. How do we begin to plan the local 
initiatives that will eventually lead to widespread 
change? Who will be the broker between the national 
resources and the individuals in the communities where 
projects are undertaken? How can we bring the best 
practice of Jewish educat ion in the world to bear on a 
specific program? Who will be responsible for the 
effective implementation of local projects? How will we 
ensure that standards and goals are maintained? Who will 
see to it that successful endeavors are brought to the 
attention of other communities and that the ideas are 
appropriately diffused? What kind of mechanism is 
needed to orchestrate this complicated enterprise? 

These are exciting but difficult challenges. We need 
the greatest wisdom available in order to begin to 
answer these many questions. Your input and reaction to 
these ideas is crucial to us as we plan the next steps 
of the Commission's work. At the suggestion of a number 
of Commissioners, we propose to follow the individual 
interview format which we have used in the past. I have 
asked the staff to contact each of you and to try to 
arrange as many personal appointments as possible before 
the next meeting of the Commission . 

I look forward to seeing you at our next meeting on June 
14, from 10 a . m. to 4 p.m. at 

Sincerely, 

Morton L. Mandel 

3 
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l. 

2. 

3. 

~. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Dacidc on the nature of contact with 
commissioners before the 6/14 meeting. 

Draft position description for head 
of implementation mechanism. 

Prepare proposal for implementation 
J11ecbanism (lJE). 

Convene meeting of MUI with Tweraky, 
Lipset, heads of 4 seminaries, SF or AH , 

Redraft options papers on personnel and 
community in light of implementation 
proposals and outline of final r eport. 

Prepare outline for a vision paper. 
(Part of IJE mission statement) 

The Co111.1111ssion's partners (JWB, J KSNA) 
should conv.ene groups of people who oan 
contribute to the work of the Co1111iaaion. 

Commission a paper on the significance 
of Jewish continuity in the context 
of Jewish education, 

Draft a best practices paper, 

). Review IJE concept paper and submit 
comments co AJN. Consider competing 
models and submit in writing to AJN. 

L. 

2. 

Prepare list of critical groups and 
players within denominations and 
send to AJN. 

Meet with Lamm, Schorsch, and Gottachalk 
co develop a mechanism to involve the 
denominations. 

TP 

TP 

TP 

SP 

SP 

SP 

RP 

RP 

MU{ 

AJN 

AJN 

SF 
AH 

AJN 
SF 

SF 
AH 
HLZ 

SF 

AR 
JW 

TBD 

TBD 

Sr. 

2/9/89 • /21/89 

2/9/89 TBD 

2/9/89 ~/22/89 

2/ 9/89 TBD 

2/9/69 5/22/89 

2/9/69 5/22/89 

2/2/89 TBD 

2/9/89 TBD 

2/9/89 1'bD 

3/30/89 4/28/89 
Polic) 
Advisers 

JW 

MLM 
JW 
AR 

3/30/89 4/28/89 

3/l0/89 6/1/ 89 

f 
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• ACTIVE PROJECTS 
DRAW MATERIAL 

FUNCTION Senior Policy Adviaors for Commission on 
Jewish Education in North America 

0 FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE 
,-~•-,.,_....,,lo•uu 

SUBJECT /08JECTIV£ Assignments 
. ·•··---·-------------.J 

ORtGINATOR Virdnia F. T.Av1 

HO. 

l3 . 

l4 

l5. 

.6. 

.7. 

.8. 

. 9. 

.o. 

l. 

2. 

OCSCRff'TION 

Uraft a thought piece on alternative 
scenarios for final report to be 
reviewed by internal staff and distributed 
to senior policy advi~ors . 

Review 3/21 memo on NCommissioning Papers" 
and provide JR with feedback, 

Arrange for Premier's PR representative to 
work with Paula Berman Cohen in estab· 
lishing contacts with the New York Tipes 
and the Wall Street Journal. 

Consider calling Herschel Blumberg and Paul 
Berger to interest Moment in the Co111111ission. 

Redraft letter to co111111is5ioners to provide 
update on activities since December 13 
meeting. 

Prepare malter book on all commissioner 
contact$ to bring to each meeting . 

Contact commissioners individuall-¥ 
prior to June 14 meeting. 

r .............. 1.- l.Lol. vr: vA.r,a.u1..r.•1.-.&.v110 .LU Uli!OC:~ us:. 

contact to the Public Relations Committee, 

Reserve space for tentative Commission 
meetings in October 1989 and check dates 
with group of critical participants. 

Develop a draft talk sheet to include list 
of items to discuss, not to diacuss, and 
potential t:isks. 

~II\' 
ASSIGNCO 

TO 
(INITIALSI 

JR 

OAf( 
A$Sl<.NCO 
SIAAJCO 

OUCOATC 

3/30/89 TBD 

Sr. 3/30/89 4/28/89 
Polic) 
Advise t's 

Ml.M 

MU( 

AJN 

VFL 

Si:.--
Po lie: 
Advis< 

IWN 

VFL 

SF 
AH 

3/30/89 6/1/89 

3/30/89 6/1/89 

3/30/89 4/20/89 

3/30/89 4/30/89 

3/30/89 51~ /00 .,, u.; 

rs 

:,/ .>V/0~ 4/ .>/ 0'1 

3/30/89 4/14/89 

3/29/89 4/14/89 

COMl'lClCO 
OARCMOVCO 

OAT( 


